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ABSTRACT

This research focuses on the analysis of ideology and language in six Lebanese newspapers, and tries to establish if, and to what extent, the ideology behind the text limits the freedom of expression of the newspaper in question. The Lebanese press is a good example because events are published in three languages and each plays a major role in the country.

In order to achieve the aim of this research, an event that is reported in various political newspapers is analysed in order to register the different attitudes of the Lebanese political press according to the ideology of the particular newspaper. Lebanese journalists visited the Maronite Patriarch after the 2006 July war between Hezbollah and Israel, and the discourse of this event in the political press reflects the conflict of attitudes among the different parties or groups inside Lebanon towards this war.

Discourse analysis is applied in this research by analysing the data in accordance with its principles. This research evaluates the transitivity of the sentences, the active and passive voice used in the articles, the modality with the help of modal auxiliary verbs, disjuncts or modal adjectives. It also analyses the headlines and the representation of the article in each newspaper. In this research, the discourse used in each newspaper is to be analysed and criticised relying on Halliday, Fowler, Nordlund, Thompson, Fairclough and Reah.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aim
This study focuses on an analysis of how six different Lebanese newspapers expressed the opinion of the Maronite Patriarch on the war which broke out between Hezbollah and Israel in July 2006. The six Lebanese newspapers are the major print media in that country. Their wide circulation in Lebanon and the Arabic world distinguishes them from other publications, and their impact on the readership is high, which means that they have a considerable influence. An-Nahar and Al-Akhbar are the daily print media published in Arabic which is the main language in Lebanon and its surroundings. L'Orient-le-Jour (daily) and La Revue du Liban (weekly) are the French print media and the Daily Star (daily) and the Monday Morning (weekly) are the English political newspapers.

On 12 July 2006 Israel initiated a 34-day attack on Lebanon with massive air strikes destroying large parts of the Lebanese civilian infrastructure, demolishing villages, bridges, factories and civilian homes. This attack represented Israeli retaliation for the surprise raid that Hezbollah conducted on the northern Israeli border. Three Israeli soldiers were killed, two wounded and two were captured and taken to Lebanon. The July 2006 war provoked varying reactions from foreign powers, the Lebanese people and their key leaders. There were mixed responses concerning who had gained or lost the most in the war. Iran and Syria declared victory for Hezbollah while the Israeli and United States administrations stated that Hezbollah had lost the conflict. On 27 August, Hezbollah’s Secretary General Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah apologised

---

1 According to the sites http://www.pressreference.com/Ky-Ma/Lebanon.html and http://menassat.com/?q=en/media-landscape/1154-state-media, the Arabic newspapers mentioned above have the highest reader numbers, Arabic being the first official language in Lebanon. As the French language is the second official language used in that country, French newspapers are also influential.

2 Hezbollah is a Lebanese political party and militia group inspired by the Islamic Revolution of Iran; it is the only party which still has arms, to protect the southern border of Lebanon from the Israelis.
live on New TV\textsuperscript{3} station to the Lebanese people for the incident that had sparked the war, saying: "If there was even a one percent chance that the capturing operation would have led to the situation that happened, would you have done it? I would say no, absolutely no"\textsuperscript{4} (Nasrallah, in Noe 2007: 394).

The Lebanese print media covered this event in different ways, publishing the views of various leaders. This study focuses on the opinion of the head of the Maronite Church in Lebanon as reported in the media. Cardinal Mar Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir\textsuperscript{5} criticised and publicly condemned the unexpected war which created a major conflict among the Lebanese themselves. This study focuses on the approach used by each newspaper in covering his attitude and concern regarding the July war between Hezbollah and Israel. The Patriarch had made comments previously about why Hezbollah should not continue to be armed. He has often restated his misgivings concerning the fact that certain movements, such as Hezbollah, possess arms while others do not: in his view this represents “a situation of inequality that is contrary to the constitution”\textsuperscript{6}.

The aim of this study is to investigate how the six newspapers with different and sometimes opposing ideologies used language differently when reporting and interpreting the same event. The study therefore focuses on the discourse of this event in the print media, an event which reflects conflicting attitudes among the different parties or groups in Lebanon regarding the July 2006 war. The focus is on the identification of the Lebanese press’ different approaches, which are based on their political ideologies as reflected in the discourse of each newspaper. As there are always different ways of saying the same thing and differences in expression that

\textsuperscript{3} Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah was interviewed on New TV station for the first time after the 34-day war with Israel.
\textsuperscript{4} Noe, Nicholas, 2007. Voice of Hezbollah, the statements of Sayyed Nasrallah. Verso. p 394
\textsuperscript{5} Patriarch Sfeir is the head of the largest Christian body in Lebanon and plays a major role in the Muslim and Christian communities. Readers will often listen to or read his opinions concerning a particular event.
\textsuperscript{6} http://209.157.64.200/focus/f-news/1660915/posts
signify ideological differences, the language used in newspapers can potentially be used to influence and manipulate readers.

In this study, aspects of critical discourse analysis are applied in order to analyse the language and political ideology of each newspaper. The issues analysed include:

1. How did the six Lebanese newspapers under scrutiny treat the opinion of the Patriarch towards the July war between Hezbollah and Israel? Can this event show that newspapers can be used as a case study for examining how print media relates to politics in the event of war?
2. What does the reporting reveal about the ideological attitudes of each newspaper? Are these ideological persuasions overt or are they conveyed only in the discourse used in the reporting?

1.2 RATIONALE
Language is a powerful tool especially when used consciously and deliberately. It can be used in many different ways in order to reinforce and manipulate a message. The print media is a linguistic medium, and one of the most important vehicles for the exchange of ideas. At the same time, the publication of newspapers is considered to be an “industry and a business like any other business that should be profitable” (Fowler, 1991:20). Thus it is important to be aware of the fact that the output of the print media is related “to the need to make a profit; to have external relations with other industries, with financial institutions and with official agencies” (Fowler, 1991:20). All these factors will have an effect on the news published and the representation of that news. Most newspapers are owned by people or companies which are commercial enterprises (Fowler, 1991:121), which means that printed media can be influenced by the owner or by the advertisers in its representation of events, thus potentially compromising its freedom of expression.

1.3 OUTLINE OF THE STUDY
As stated above, the aim and the focus of this research is the analysis of the language used in the six Lebanese newspapers. This research seeks to establish if, and to what extent, the ideology behind the text affects the freedom of expression of the
newspaper in question. The objective of the project is not to evaluate the quality of the newspaper reporting in Lebanon, but rather to investigate how language is used to project the ideology of each newspaper. In this study the techniques employed by Lebanese newspapers are analysed to show how the interpretation of the July war by the print media is determined by ideological criteria. Such techniques may take the form of punctuation, choice of terms, use of inverted commas and the capitalisation of a term to attach a certain status to it, and the space reserved for such an event in each newspaper, all of which may be related to the newspaper’s ideology.

In different terms, this study examines the macro-structural level of each article in the six different newspapers by evaluating the presentation of the article and its content, studying the over-lexicalisation and omissions and the sequence of quotations. The micro-structural level covers the analysis of the articles that is carried out using the critical discourse analysis of Norman Fairclough (1989) and Fowler’s approach (1991). In other words, a discourse analysis is completed in order to distinguish the ideology of each newspaper hidden behind the characteristic of the language. For the headlines, Reah’s model (1998) is used analysing the phonology, the visual function and the lexical words of the headline. This research is supplemented by syntactic manipulation in order to study grammatical categories such as *modality, transitivity, active and passive voice, direct and indirect discourse* and *nominalisation*. It outlines the relational values, *lexicalisation* and *relexicalisation*, the *metaphors* and the experiential values in grammatical features based on Fairclough’s model.

The study covers the three main languages used by the print media in Lebanon, each of which plays an important role in the country. Arabic is the official language and the majority of the Lebanese population read and speak Arabic. Readers of the French print media differ from the general Arabic readers; therefore the ideology hidden behind these newspapers may be entirely different from the Arabic print media. English is the third language used in the country and has a more limited, select readership.
This study is one of the first academic studies analysing the ideology of newspapers in Lebanon in relation to the language used and the way in which language is used. It is a case study focusing on a specific area outside the African continent, an area which was chosen because it is in the centre of a region which experiences conflict on a regular basis, and is therefore particularly suited to research of this nature.

The Lebanese context is summarised in Chapter 2 which also includes a review of the Lebanese press and the six Lebanese newspapers where the articles have been published. Chapter 3 examines the connection between ideology, language and power in newspapers based on critical discourse analysis. Chapter 4 studies the articles published in the six Lebanese newspapers and analyses the use of language in each article separately. Then chapter 5 draws conclusions derived from the analysis of the articles.
CHAPTER 2: The Lebanese Context and Press

2.1. The Lebanese Context

Lebanon is a Middle Eastern country, with Beirut as its capital. Syria lies to the east and north, and Israel to the south, with the Sea to the west. Lebanon has a heterogeneous society comprising different linguistic and ethnic groups. Arabic is the official language, but many people also speak French and English. The main religious group is Muslim, with a Christian minority. Of the latter, there are several groups, Maronites, Christians, Greek Orthodox and Greek Catholics. The majority Muslim group is the Shiite, followed by the Sunnis, whereas the Druze constitutes only a small proportion of the population. The constitution of Modern Lebanon, dating from 1926, provided for a balance of power between these different groups. The constitution provided a parliament, a president and a cabinet. The president is elected, with a parliament headed by a president and a cabinet. The parliament is an elected assembly, with a Shiite speaker. The President of the republic is required to be a Christian (in practice, a Maronite), and the prime minister a Sunni Muslim.

The first Arab-Israeli war took place in 1948. At that time thousands of Palestinians fled to Lebanon, where they have remained as Israel has not permitted them to return home. Since Lebanon has a greater degree of political freedom than other Arab countries, the Palestinians were able to consolidate their existence and created a form of military state within Lebanon. In the subsequent Six-Day War between Israel and other Arab countries in 1967, leaders attempted to keep Lebanon neutral, in order to maintain the economic boom that characterised the 1960s. However, the war resulted in further Palestinian refugees fleeing to Lebanon, creating refugee camps in Lebanon. The Syrian-Palestinian guerrilla Al-Saheka and PLO (Palestine Liberation Organization) militia took control of these camps and other areas of Lebanon. From there, with the support of some Muslim groups in Lebanon they mounted a number of raids on Israel. In 1969 an agreement was reached (the 1969 Arab-Cairo agreement) which acknowledged the right of the Palestinian armed forces to be present on

---

7 The references used for the History in Lebanon are:
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/334152/Lebanon/214450/History#ref=ref386501
Lebanese territory. Before the 1975 war\(^8\) between the Maronite community and the Palestinian militias supported by the Muslim communities, the Shiites were pushed to act as a result of the living conditions and political restrictions of the members of their community. When the 1975 war erupted, the Shiite militia supported the Palestinians against the Christians. The ensuing chaos led to Syrian troops intervening in the fighting and taking control of Lebanon. Attacks from the Palestinian militia against Northern Israel continued, with Syrian support. The effects of Israeli responses to these attacks had a considerable and severe effect on civilians. In June 1982 these responses led to an invasion of Southern Lebanon by the Israelis, who got as far as Beirut. The international community then intervened, with troops from the USA and Western Europe being deployed in the capital. PLO, Syrian and Israeli forces were asked to leave Beirut in terms of an international agreement. This agreement was disrupted in September of the same year when the Lebanese president-elect Bashir Gemayel was assassinated. The next year brought suicide-bomb attacks on the peacekeeping forces, resulting in 300 deaths. Eventually, these forces left Lebanon leaving the country in a state of a ‘war society’ until 1989, in which there was considerable smuggling of arms and drugs, and the economy experienced high inflation.

In 1988, as the Lebanese parliament could not come to an agreement on a new president, Amine Gemayel, the incumbent Lebanese president acted within the terms of the constitution to appoint the Lebanese Army Commander, General Michel Aoun, as Prime Minister of an interim government. This was despite the fact that the existing Prime Minister, Salim el-Hoss\(^9\), had a claim to the position. Michel Aoun managed to win popular support by giving the Lebanese army control over the militia, working to reorganise governmental departments and attempting to introduce reforms. It was at this time that the Lebanese Government instigated a war of liberation against the Syrian army.

---

\(^8\) This war lasted fifteen years, ending with the Ta’ef agreement.
\(^9\) Salim el Hoss is a Sunni Lebanese politician, a Member of Parliament representing his hometown Beirut. He served as Prime Minister of Lebanon three times, the first time was between 1976 and 1980, then between 1987 and 1990 and his last term was between December 1998 and October 2000.
The Lebanese parliament then met in Ta’ef and agreed on reforms to the constitution. On 5 November 1989, Rene Mouawad was elected as the new president, only to be assassinated on 22 November 1989. The reasons for his assassination have never been identified, but immediately after the assassination Elias Hrawi was elected. The Prime Minister, General Aoun, did not sanction the Ta’ef agreement or the elections, as he was not convinced that Syria would stop interfering in Lebanon. Just under a year later, in October 1990, Syria launched aerial and ground attacks, and managed to occupy the presidential palace and the Ministry of Defence. Aoun was forced into exile.

The Second Republic\textsuperscript{10} of Lebanon remained under the influence of Syria and Israel. The existing Syrian status quo led to what became known as the “Ta’ef Agreement” (also known as the National Reconciliation Accord), which was negotiated in Saudi Arabia, and which called for reforms, reconstruction and the disarming of militia groups in Lebanon. However, it did not provide for the withdrawal of Syrian troops. Syria reinforced its presence in Lebanon and occupied the majority of Lebanese territory, including Beirut, the airport, harbours and other major cities. All Lebanese militias were disarmed except for Hezbollah, Amal and the radical Palestinian militias. The intellectual Lebanese community, unhappy at this extensive Syrian involvement, eventually took part in a movement for the implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 520 which called for Syria to withdraw from Lebanon.

In May 2000, Israel withdrew from South Lebanon in accordance with UN resolution 425. Hezbollah refused to disarm after the Israeli withdrawal, taking over the territory that had been vacated, and the Lebanese army was not able to be active in that area. Voices calling for a Syrian withdrawal increased during this period.

Hezbollah had been formed in response to the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, and had emerged as a militia to resist the Israeli occupation. Its name means “Party of God”, and consists of several thousand Shiite militants, and seeks to create a Muslim fundamentalist state in Lebanon, modelled on Iran (Noe, 2007:4). Its primary aim is

\textsuperscript{10}On 21 September 1991, the Lebanese parliament voted for a new constitution to incorporate the new legislation reforms agreed to in the Ta’ef Agreement, which led to the Second Republic of Lebanon.
the destruction of the state of Israel. Their struggle will, according to them, end only with “ending Israel as a state” (Noe, 2007: 63). Between 1982 and 2005, Hezbollah carried out around 200 terrorist attacks that killed many hundreds of people. It also kidnapped a number of westerners, also attacking the US embassy and the French multinational force headquarters. In 1992 they were accused of an attack on the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires and the bombing of a Jewish community centre in Argentina in 1994. Hezbollah won 8 new parliamentary seats in the Lebanese 2005 elections, giving it a total of 23 seats in the 128-member parliament, with some of its members serving as ministers. This “participation represented an opportunity to defend its armed wing against proponents of Resolution 1559 and resist the growing influence of the West in Lebanese affairs, which is regarded as a threat to its interests” (Blandford, 2006:191).

In August 2001, the Lebanese Maronite-Catholic Patriarch Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir promoted reconciliation between the Druze and Christian former militias that had fought against each other during the 1975 war in Lebanon. This reconciliation did not meet with the approval of the Lebanese government, which saw it as a threat to the influence of the Syrian regime in Lebanon. Hundreds of Lebanese opposition activists and leaders were arrested, or abducted and detained without charges. Around a hundred were tried by martial courts and some spent years in jail. Scenes of protests and attacks on protesting Lebanese students came to be known as “Events of August 7th.”

Local and international groups continued to apply pressure on the Syrian regime. Although some steps were taken to improve its image, they did not convince either the local groups or international organisations and governments, who could not see that Syria was having any positive influence in Lebanon. Syrian control of Lebanon was particularly obvious when the Syrian government wanted to renew the expired term of the president in Lebanon, Emile Lahoud, who had been elected in 1998\(^\text{11}\). In order to do this they had to get the Lebanese constitution amended, as it previously

\(^{11}\) Emile Lahoud was the commander-in-chief of the army between 1989 and 1998; he was elected the president of Lebanon in 1998. In 2004, his mandate was extended for an additional three years until 2007.
prohibited the re-election of presidents. Despite opposition from the UN Security Council Resolution 1559 calling for free and fair elections in Lebanon, and for the disbanding of all militias in the country, the Syrian regime succeeded in forcing the Lebanese parliament to extend the presidential term by another three years.

By the end of 2004, many political leaders were united in their opposition to the occupation, including some leaders who had been allies of the Syrian regime, such as prominent Muslim-Sunni leader, Rafik Hariri, and Druze leader, Walid Joumblat. The Lebanese opposition built up a broad Christian-Muslim opposition grouping in order to take part in the elections due to take place in May 2005. However, conflict continued with regard to the UN Resolution, with Syrian, Hezbollah and the radical militias firmly against its implementation. Those Lebanese who supported resolution faced physical and mental persecution as a result. Exiled Premier General Michel Aoun was unable to return to Lebanon as there was a good chance he would be arrested, and Samir Geagea, the leader of the Christian Lebanese Forces had been imprisoned in Lebanon since 1994. A car bomb had almost killed Joumblat’s first aide, Marwan Hamade, in October 2004; on February 14, 2004, a second car bomb succeeded in assassinating the former premier, Rafik Hariri12 and sixteen others in Beirut.

After Hariri’s assassination, there was an urgent meeting of the opposition which accused the pro-Syrian government and Syria itself of having orchestrated the assassination. Again there was a call for a Syrian withdrawal, and for the government to step down. On February 18, 2005, the “Independence Peaceful Uprising” was launched, during which Lebanese both inside the country and abroad held mass rallies, which continued until the government acquiesced to the requests on February 28, 2005. A week later the Syrian president announced a Syrian withdrawal, but gave no date, declaring that Resolution 1559 had now been implemented. Partial withdrawals began, but on March 14 a massive demonstration by over a million people brought about what is known as the March 14 Alliance. This alliance was formed by a coalition of various parties in Lebanon, headed by Saad Hariri, the

12 Rafik Hariri was the Prime Minister of Lebanon from 1992 to 1998 and from 2000 until his resignation in October 2004.
younger son of Rafik Hariri. After the 2005 elections, this alliance formed the dominant group in parliament. At the same time, a pro-Syrian March 8 Alliance had also been formed, named as a result of a mass demonstration in Beirut by pro-Syrian supporters. Hezbollah is the main party in this coalition; its Secretary General, Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah, apologised for the “insults heaped on Syria” and said: “You are present in the souls, in the hearts, in the minds, in the past, in the present and future, and no one can drive out Syria from Lebanon, or Lebanon’s mind, or Lebanon’s heart or Lebanon’s future” (Blandford, 2006:160).

Nevertheless, by the end of March 2005, the Syrian government started pulling out their troops and removed its intelligence stations in Beirut and north Lebanon. However, even as these withdrawals were being celebrated by the Lebanese people, a number of bombs exploded around the country. Once more, the Syrian regime was held responsible for these attacks and any others threatening the safety of civilians.

On April 7 2005, the United Nations Security Council ordered an international investigation into Hariri’s assassination in Resolution 1595. Under increasing pressure, Syria agreed on a final date of April 30 2005 to leave Lebanon, an agreement which they kept. The violence continued, however, with the slaying of Samir Kassir (2 June 2005), George Haoui (21 June 2005), Gebran Tueni (12 December 2005), Pierre Gemayel (21 November 2006) and many more members of the March 14 Alliance. The Lebanese authorities were “unable to catch the killers, despite technical assistance from European and US law enforcement agencies, but they did discover several arms caches, which not only suggested that the acts of violence resulted from a pre-planned and systematic campaign of terror, but also tellingly pointed to the involvement of individuals and groups associated with Lahoud and the Syrian regime” (Blandford, 2006:176).

Hezbollah continued its activities and in July 2006, mounted a surprise raid on a border post in northern Israel, killing three Israeli soldiers, wounding two and taking two captives to Lebanon. Another five Israeli soldiers died in a failed rescue attempt. The Israelis countered by launching air strikes and artillery fire, causing the destruction of Lebanese civilian infrastructure. Associated Press reported that “more than one thousand Lebanese civilians and combatants died during the summer war
between Israel’s army and Hezbollah guerrillas” and estimated that the war displaced around 974,184 Lebanese (Noe, 2007:378). The United Nations Security Council approved Resolution 1701 which called for Hezbollah to be disarmed, for Israel to withdraw from Lebanon, and for Lebanese soldiers to be deployed together with an enlarged United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) in Southern Lebanon.

The Maronite Patriarch, Patriarch of Antioch and the entire East, Cardinal Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir, had been a major critic of Syria, and had frequently requested the withdrawal of the Syrian army. He had also opposed the extension of President Lahoud’s mandate under Syrian pressure in 2004. Moreover, he indirectly blamed Hezbollah for provoking the 2006 war. In an interview held in September 2006, he responded to questions put to him by a number of journalists in an interview. The day following the interview newspapers in Lebanon published the story, including many of the Patriarch’s comments. These articles are those analysed in this study.

2.2. The Lebanese Press
The press and the media have a long tradition of more than 150 years in Lebanon. The first newspaper, “Hadikat Al-Akhbar” (The Garden of News), was published in Lebanon in 1858 under the management of Khalil El-Khoury. Three more papers debuted in 1860: “Nafeer Souria” (The Call of Syria) published by Butrus Al-Bustani in Lebanon, “Aj-Jawa’ib” (The Travelling News) published in Istanbul, and “Barid Paris” (Paris Mail) published in France. The Ottoman Empire persecuted journalists in Lebanon. Those that went into exile in Egypt established some of that country's major papers such as “Al-Ahram” and “Al-Musawar”. Subsequent French rule brought with it even more oppressive press laws but the Lebanese press proved resilient. Publications had expanded to 271 papers by 1929 and most were pushing for national independence from foreign powers.

Unfortunately, the first national Lebanese government to take power after independence implemented even more draconian press laws than the French. Again, the press held its ground and in 1952 a popular revolt against the government resulted

13 http://www.pressreference.com/Ky-Ma/Lebanon.html
in moderated press laws. Legislation guaranteeing press freedom followed in 1962. Further challenges to the press ensued during the civil war of 1975-1991. At the return of peace in 1991, the Lebanese press comprised 105 licensed political publications: 53 dailies, 48 weeklies, and 4 monthly magazines. In addition, more than 300 non-political publications were in circulation. The Lebanese press was strong, irrepressible and constantly growing.

In a country where the average GDP was US$ 5000 and unemployment was at 18%, the most respected publications could command up to US$ 1.32. A high price considering that buying a daily six days a week adds up to about US$ 29 monthly, while subscribing to satellite television costs around US$10\textsuperscript{14}.

At the peak of the civil conflict, many publications folded. But even then 24 newspapers and other periodicals were still in regular circulation. Once the fighting abated, these were joined by others’ rapid return to business. This bounce-back was possible because many papers were privately owned either by individuals or publishing houses. Nevertheless, profit margins were narrow and it was said that “while the Lebanese press may be healthy it is definitely not wealthy”\textsuperscript{15}.

The government moratorium on the issuing of new licences means that aspiring publishers must acquire an existing title. The resulting demand-driven market has caused the price of newspaper publishing licenses to skyrocket. Establishing a new title is consequently prohibitive for all but publishing houses – especially considering the small profit margin. A licence for a weekly can easily command roughly US$300,000-400,000, while the price for a daily is at least twice that. This government mandated financial barrier is strangling press freedom in Lebanon. The situation is compounded by the fact that most advertising dollars come from foreign corporations rather than local merchants who expect a certain spin to be put on stories in return for their support.

\textsuperscript{14} http://www.pressreference.com/Ky-Ma/Lebanon.html
\textsuperscript{15} http://www.pressreference.com/Ky-Ma/Lebanon.html.
2.3 Press Laws

In line with media legislature in other Arab states, Lebanon’s 1962 Press Law prohibits the publication of anything that “endangers national security, national unity, or state frontiers, or that insults high-ranking Lebanese officials or a foreign head of state”. Article Nine defines journalism as "the free profession of publishing news publications" and describes a journalist as anyone whose main profession and income are from journalistic activities. The 1962 law also requires that Lebanese journalists are at least 21 years of age, hold a baccalaureate (the academic qualification required to pursue university studies) and have completed a four-year apprenticeship in the industry. The industry is further regulated by the Higher Press Council and other committees which decide on matters concerning journalists – including provisions for retirement.\(^{16}\)

Although the 1962 Press Law was rarely enforced in the period leading up to and during the 1975-1991 civil war, the government took a more active stance on compliance after 1991. Government’s attempts to crack down by detaining and fining members of the press in 1994 failed in the face of significant opposition. Fines and other penalties, however, remain a notable curb on press freedom.

\(^{16}\) http://www.humanrightslebanon.org/arabic/CulturalRights.html
2.4 Censorship

While the media is freer in Lebanon than in other countries in the region, the press still faces political and judicial obstacles. In principle, the Ministry of Information has the power to control and censor press and media materials. This legitimises the state’s arbitrary prosecution of journalists who speak out against authorities. Because it is the government that decides on what constitutes criticism and what penalties should incur, the press cannot be considered free under such laws, which contravene the liberties enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas through any media regardless of frontiers” (Article 19). Doubts about the independence of the Lebanese judiciary mean that self-censorship remains rife.

Although Lebanese print media are not affiliated with the government, their reports are often indicative of their local and foreign financiers’ interests. Unflattering coverage of the head of state or foreign leaders is banned under “insult” laws and foreign print media is subject to government approval. Coercion of individual members of the press includes the case of a Lebanese-American journalist charged with “dealing with the enemy” after attending a Washington seminar at which an Israeli was also present. Her passport was cancelled and she was threatened with a jail term. A group of journalists covering an anti-Syria protest were assaulted by security agents. Legal action has been instituted for “defaming the army” and beatings meted out to photographers covering protests. December 2002 saw two journalists facing the death penalty for "contacts with the Israeli enemy".

Political events in 2005, including the assassination of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri in February encouraged Lebanese media to challenge restrictions on censuring top leaders and the 1991 security agreement prohibiting any media activity critical of Syria. The media was instrumental in mobilising both pro- and anti-Syrian demonstrations, which accelerated the Syrian withdrawal. This loosening of the

---

18 www.freedomhouse.org
restraints proved temporary and was followed by new shows of force: in June 2005, a car bomb ended the life of anti-Syrian *An-Nahar* columnist Samir Qassir. A similar fate was planned for May Chidiac, a presenter of a political talk show vociferously opposed to Syrian involvement in Lebanon. She survived the explosion but lost an arm and a leg. Author of a book on Hariri, Ali Ramez Tohme was also fortunate enough to escape a hit.

2.5. The Lebanese Newspapers

The six Lebanese newspapers used in the study are summarised as follow:

1. **An-Nahar (The Day)**

   Established in 1933 by Gebran Tueni, *An-Nahar* is a leading daily newspaper with a wide circulation and broad appeal in the Arab world. Due to its high journalistic standards, *An-Nahar* is considered a newspaper of record. Editorialy it is an independent, moderate right-of-centre paper, claiming to represent the Greek Orthodox community. The paper has assumed the role of watchdog for public rights and is a quality source of professional reporting on conflicting views thanks to influential editors who are not beholden to the proprietor’s opinions. *An-Nahar* is banned in Syria because of its strong stance against the Syrian occupation of Lebanon. The founder’s grandson Gebran Tueni Junior who took over editorial duties from his father later won a seat in parliament in 2005 but was assassinated on 12 December of the same year in a car-bomb explosion.

2. **Al-Akhbar (The News)**

   *Al-Akhbar* is a leftist daily Lebanese newspaper. A new version came into being in 2006 during the Israeli war against Lebanon. Its affiliations with Hezbollah and Iran mean criticism of the latter is often suppressed. Censure is however frequently directed at the regimes of Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Jordan. A large number of writers contribute to leading national and Arab newspapers.

   In August 2009, the newspaper signed a partnership with the Arabic version of *Le Monde Diplomatique* which is an international newspaper printed in 25 languages.

_____________________
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3. **The Daily Star**

Founded in June 1952, *The Daily Star* circulated initially in Lebanon and then rapidly spread to cover most of the Arab world. Founder Kamal Mrowa’s vision extended beyond the publishing news for the Arabic world to introducing the region to non-Arabic readers. *The Daily Star* was the leading English language newspaper in the Middle East throughout the 60s. The outbreak of the 1975 war forced this newspaper to suspend publication. In November 1983, the Mrowa’s grandsons re-launched the newspaper but it suffered a devastating blow when war broke out again in 1984. In 1996 the newspaper started its presses this time using state-of-the-art technology – the first of its kind in the Middle East. *The Daily Star* signed an exclusive marketing representation, printing and distribution agreement with the *International Herald Tribune* in 2000. Under this agreement *The Daily Star* represents the IHT in Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, Yemen and Iraq.

4. **L’Orient Le Jour**

This newspaper was established on 1 September 1970 as an independent daily newspaper in French. It covers local political issues as well as Arab and international affairs, sports, culture, economics, finance and other fields such as cinema, television, etc. *L’Orient Le Jour* is the only French language daily in Lebanon and in the Middle East (excluding Egypt). In terms of commercial publicity and distribution, it ranks third place among local newspapers. Lebanese readers respect it for its credibility, objectivity and independence.

5. **Monday Morning Magazine**

This is a Lebanon-based English weekly magazine. It is owned by “dar alf leila wa leila”²⁰ (the house of a thousand and one nights), one of the principal publishing houses in the Arab world. Issues are sold worldwide and are not prohibited anywhere. Its popularity is due to the fact that it places great emphasis on political matters. Head

---

²⁰ *Dar Alf Leila wa Leila* is the principal publishing house in the Arab world, the only one to issue publications in Arabic, French, and English
of the Lebanese Journalists’ Syndicate Melhem Karam was editor-in-chief until he died in May 2010\textsuperscript{21}.

6. **La Revue Du Liban**

French weekly *La Revue du Liban* was first published in 1928 and celebrated 80 years of business in 1998. It is distributed in more than 30 countries including France and Tunisia and was one of the first publications to go online in 1996. Mr. Melhem Karam was also editor-in-chief since *La Revue du Liban* is also part of the “*Dar Alf Leila wa Leila*” (the house of a thousand and one nights) portfolio.

2.6 The Event

On Thursday 14 September 2006, Patriarch Cardinal Sfeir met with the head of the Lebanese Journalists’ Syndicate Mr. Melhem Karam, who was accompanied by a delegation of the Executive Association Council. During this visit, a dialogue started between the Patriarch and the delegation about the situation in Lebanon, in particular the post-July-2006-war conditions. The following day, all newspapers published this event in Arabic, French and English.

**Who is Mar Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir?**

Born in Rayfoun, a village in Kesrouan, Mount of Lebanon on 15 May 1920, Cardinal Mar Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir is the Patriarch of Lebanon’s largest Christian body. He was elected Patriarch of Antioch for the Maronites and entire Levant on 27 April 1987. Pope John Paul II made him a cardinal on 26 November 1994. Sfeir is fluent in several languages including Syriac, Aramaic, French, Italian, Latin and English as well as his native Arabic in which he is competent in both classical and Lebanese dialects. Sfeir stayed out of politics during the first few years of his tenure as Patriarch but by 1989 that had changed.

The cardinal found himself both within the Syrian camp and outside it. He did not support Syria’s role against General Michel Aoun, and in the spring of 1989, when Aoun launched a campaign to achieve control of militia-dominated areas, 23 Christian

\textsuperscript{21} [www.rdl.com.lb/always/dalwl/Dalwl1/profile.htm](http://www.rdl.com.lb/always/dalwl/Dalwl1/profile.htm)
deputies of parliament met at the seat of the Maronite Church in Bkerke, under the auspices of Sfeir and called for a cease-fire. He backed the Ta’ef Agreement and the Syrian mandate over Lebanon to end the civil war. He declared that Aoun’s refusal to accept the Ta’ef Agreement was illegal and unconstitutional. After the 2000 elections, the Maronite Council of Bishops issued a statement requesting that Syria recognize "the historical and geographical links between the two countries and the bonds of kinship, friendship and mutual interests between their two peoples"\textsuperscript{22}.

Bkerke declared that relations between Syria and Lebanon must be based on reciprocal respect for each other’s sovereignty and independence. In this spirit, it called for Syria to begin a phased withdrawal of its troops from Lebanon. The statement sent shock waves through the Lebanese and Syrian political establishments. After the assassination of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, Syrian troops withdrew from Lebanon and the Patriarch advocated good political relations between the two countries. In July 2006, however, he accused Syria’s secret services of remaining in Lebanon despite its army’s departure. And during his visit to the United States over the same period, he reiterated his belief regarding Hezbollah’s refusal to disarm that when some movements possess arms and others do not, there is “a situation of inequality that is contrary to the constitution”\textsuperscript{23}.

\textsuperscript{22} http://www.meib.org/articles/0010_ldoc0920.htm.
\textsuperscript{23} http://209.157.64.200/focus/f-news/1660915/posts.
In conclusion and at the time of the event, Lebanon was divided politically in two camps: the 14 March Alliance is a coalition composed of various political parties led by Saad Hariri, the son of late Prime Minister Rafik Hariri. This alliance formed the dominant group in parliament. The opposition is the 8 March Alliance, led by Hezbollah and backed by Syria and Iran. General Aoun, the leader of the Free Patriotic Movement, left the 14 March Alliance before the 2005 parliament elections and became part of the 8 March Alliance.

In July 2006, Israel launched the July war against Lebanon due to Hezbollah’s activities mounting a surprise raid in the north of Israel, killing three Israeli soldiers and captivating two to Lebanon. The Maronite Patriarch, Cardinal Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir, opposed the Syrian and Iranian interferences in the Lebanese matters and indirectly blamed Hezbollah for the July war during this interview with a number of Lebanese journalists when they visited him in September 2006.

Chapter 4 examines the differences of the language used in the six political newspapers when reporting the event while the next chapter sets out the methodological and theoretical framework of the study. Firstly, it provides the methodology to be used to determine and analyse the linguistic relations between language and ideology in the printed media, using the theory of Fowler. Secondly, the chapter determines and analyses the critical discourse analysis using Fairclough theories supplemented by Reah, in order to analyze grammatical categories such as modality, transitivity and headlines.
CHAPTER 3: Theoretical Framework

3.1 Language and ideology
This research seeks to examine and interpret differences and distinctions in language use in six political newspapers published in Lebanon. In recent years, there has been a substantial increase in the literature on the relationship between politics and mass media, mainly in discrete topic areas such as the impact of mass media on ideologies, economies and the transformation of politics as well as citizens’ attitudes. This study compares and contrasts the role played by the media according to differences in cultural and political ideologies, starting out from the premise that linguistic choices in texts can carry ideological meaning.

Ideologies are closely linked to power and domination, and they are located in language. News is a representation of the world in language that is considered to be neutral and a mediator. Everything that is said or written is articulated from a particular ideological position:

… there are always a different ways of saying the same thing and they are not random, accidental alternatives. Differences in expression carry ideological distinctions and thus differences in representation (Fowler 1991:4).

The press should ideally provide a truthful, comprehensive, and intelligent account of the day’s events presented in a context which gives them meaning. As newspapers are also carriers of public expression, the press should provide opportunities for comments and criticism. Newspapers have a responsibility to inform and enable people to make judgments about topical issues. That is why it is very important to have a press free of vested interests in order to allow readers to form their own opinions (Gerbner, 1977:79). Truth and accuracy are essential and impartiality is also important because the news reports should be separated from the writer’s own opinion.

The press is more than a business; it has a duty to the public as a major source of information on the main issues of the day. The wishes of the readers also need to be
taken in to account. Newspapers should avoid bias, which is evident when there is a deliberate suppression or omission of important events or facts. Exaggerated and highly coloured presentations of facts can have a powerful influence over readers.

Language is a powerful tool which can be used to manipulate people. There are always different ways to say the same thing and differences in ideology may result in differences in expression. For that reason we find that newspapers often try to catch the interest of the readers by using journalistic techniques such as bold letters, pictures, and big headlines.

For the majority of people, reading the daily newspaper whether in print or online constitutes their most substantial and significant consumption of printed discourse. For most, it is second only to television as a window on the world. These factors of quantity and of habit provide newspaper discourse with major ideological importance. (Fowler, 1991:121)

As a commodity the press is generally reliant on advertising, which often has a negative impact. Advertisers push for different editorial content to readers, and their demands can alienate readers. There is a belief that the press should provide editorial content of interest to the reader and not at the behest of advertisers whose influence is regarded as corrupt. The main source of revenue for newspapers comes from selling space to advertisers rather than newspapers to readers. In seeking to present their products in the most positive light, advertisers have a major influence on the content of newspapers. Publishers do not want the public or the reader to know that the substantial financial contribution advertisers make gives them a say over content. It may seem that the main economic purpose of newspapers is selling advertising space. That is the reason that it is essential for the press to have its own economic freedom, at least to some extent.

News is very important in daily life, and most of the knowledge of political developments worldwide originates in the newspapers’ daily reports. Nevertheless, journalism is probably the domain most often accused of manipulating language. Obscuring the facts with linguistic and stylistic techniques is one of the methods that
can be used for not telling the whole truth, for manipulating or presenting false information.

In doing this, different choices are used to evoke different reactions from the reader. Style is the textual result of choices between different ways of saying more or less the same thing by using different words or different syntactic devices or structures. The study of news reports in the press is one of the major tasks of discourse-analytical media research. Linguists analyse how language can indicate underlying ideologies. Articles in newspapers can be interpreted and reshaped in different ways: “They can be summed up, simplified, polarised, intensified and personified. A transformation of the original account of the event in question is presented to the reader in such a way that it may affect his/her view of the world” (Nordlund, 2003:8).

3.2 Critical Discourse Analysis

It is regarded as impossible to maintain objectivity when the press is not economically free. According to Fowler, “the world of the press is not the real world, but a world skewed and judged” (1991:11). The exercise of power in our modern world is increasingly achieved through the ideological use of language.

This case study is grounded in Fowler’s Language in the News (1991) and the study of the texts is carried out using the approach to language that is adopted in Fairclough’s Language and Power which is called ‘critical language study’ or CLS for short:

CLS analyses the social interactions in a way which focuses upon their linguistic elements and which sets out to show up their generally hidden determinants in the system of social relationships, as well as hidden effects they may have upon that system.” (Fairclough, 1989:5)

What is the connection between language, ideology and power and how can it be examined by using a combination of CLS and critical discourse analysis? To examine this question Fairclough, in Critical Discourse Analysis (1995) emphasises the relationship between text and language, genre and orders of discourse, society and culture:
A range of properties of texts is regarded as potentially ideological, including features of vocabulary and metaphors, grammar, presuppositions and implicature, politeness conventions, speech-exchange, systems, generic structure and style. (Fairclough, 1995:2)

Fairclough sees critical discourse analysis as integrating text analysis, the analysis of processes of text production, consumption and distribution, and sociocultural analysis of the discursive event as a whole. According to Fairclough, social institutions contain different ‘ideological-discursive formations’ (IDFs) associated with different groups within an institution. Only one IDF can dominate and form a kind of ‘speech community’ with its own discourse norms but also embedded within and symbolised by its own ‘ideological norms’ (Fairclough, 1995:27).

This study is based on examining the articles in the six different newspapers by evaluating, for example, the transitivity of the sentences, and the active and passive voice used in the articles. Fowler “identifies a variety of grammatical means for conveying modal commitments, amongst which are included modal auxiliaries, modal adverbs (or sentence adverb), evaluative adjectives, generic sentences and verbs of knowledge” (1991:80). Nominalisation, according to Fowler, often permits “habits of concealment, particularly in the areas of power relations and writers' attitudes” (1991:80). Permutation, initialisation, innuendo and utterance context are analysed in the articles as well as metaphors and lexico-semantic manipulation (Nordlund, 2003:8). The transitivity system is relevant to critical discourse analysis because it helps in identifying the different ways meaning is represented in the clause.

3.3. Theoretical Framework and Methodology
Discourse analysis is an active and dynamic discipline and it is to be applied in this research by selecting and collecting data and by analysing this data in accordance with its principles. Spoken or written discourse occurs in particular in social and political settings and is used and understood in different ways, in different social and cultural settings. This is especially important in the media.
Discourse analysis is a disciplinary approach to the study of discourse which views “language as a form of social practice” (Fairclough, 1989:20) and focuses on the ways in which social and political domination is reproduced by text and talk.
Discourses affect our views on all things. Fairclough's framework for discourse analysis situates discourse in a broader context of social relations. This framework brings together text analysis, the analysis of processes of text production and interpretation, and the social analysis of discourse events (Fairclough, 1992). He articulates a three-dimensional framework for studying discourse, “where the aim is to map three separate forms of analysis onto one another: analysis of (spoken or written) language texts, analysis of discourse practice (processes of text production, distribution and consumption) and analysis of discursive events as instances of sociocultural practice” (Fairclough, 1995: 2). This makes it an appropriate tool for the analysis to be carried out here.

Fairclough considers that discourse is used to refer to written or spoken language use. He aims to “investigate it in a social-theoretically informed way, as a form of social practice” (Fairclough, 1995: 131). He considers text analysis as “being just one part of discourse analysis. Discourse, according to him, “involves social conditions which can be specified as social conditions of production and social conditions of interpretation” (Fairclough, 1989:25). The norms and values that motivate texts are often ‘out of sight’ rather than obviously and clearly stated. So the critical approach to discourse analysis aims to help reveal some of the hidden and ‘often out of sight’ values and positions, as discourses are “always socially, politically, racially and economically loaded” (Rogers, 2004:6).

Critical discourse analysis examines the use of discourse in relation to social and cultural issues and asks why the discourse is used in a particular way and what the implications are of this kind of use. Critical discourse analysis explores the connection between the use of language and the social and political contexts in which it occurs. It explores issues such as gender, ethnicity, cultural differences, and ideology and identifies how these are both constructed and reflected in texts. Critical discourse analysis considers 'language use which is always social and … both reflects and constructs the social world (Rogers, 2004:5). Thus this piece of research draws on approaches set out by Fowler, Halliday and Fairclough, and uses the elements set out below as a framework for analysis.
1. Headlines

The position of an article in a newspaper is based on the importance of the event and its structure also reflects a hierarchy of importance: the headline and the first paragraph are considered the gist or the most important parts. This study focuses on analysing the vocabulary and words used in headlines, the attention that they receive and their effectiveness. The analysis of headlines in this study is based on Reah’s approach (1984). A reader can skim the headlines and have an outline of the news of the day and some idea of its relative impact and importance (Reah, 1998:14). Headlines limit the freedom of the writer through space, layout and size restrictions. The aim of the headline is to attract the reader’s attention using a minimum number of words. Reah (1998) focuses on the words used in headlines and their meaning; intertextuality is important considering that ‘any culture will have a range of familiar phrases and sayings’. Reah also studies the phonology, as a “special way of making a headline memorable is to use the reader’s awareness of sound” (Reah, 1998:18). Words used may carry “particularly strong connotations that carry an emotional loading beyond their literal meaning” (Reah, 1998:18). Lexical words are more useful in headlines than grammatical words which may cause ambiguity in some cases. Headlines also have a visual function. A headline can sometimes occupy more space than the article itself, such as when the printing is larger and bold.

2. Syntactic Manipulation

Differences between discourse types are ideologically significant. A speaker expresses evaluations through drawing on classification schemes, which are in part systems of evaluation, and there are ideologically contrastive schemes embodying different values in different discourse types (Fairclough, 1989:119).

2.1 Modality

It is important to stress the contribution of modality, which “establishes the degree of authority of an utterance” (Kress & Hodge 1979:122). It refers to different ways of expressing attitudes such as can, could, may, might, must, should, shall, would, will, etc. By using these forms Reah claims that the use of modal auxiliary verbs and the choice of specific adverbs allow the newspaper to present opinions and speculations.
that might be interpreted as actual facts by the readers. Modal verbs carry a range of meanings and it is a mistake to try to identify a fixed one-to-one relationship between verb and meaning; context is vital to meaning (Reah, 1998:91).

2.2 Transitivity

Fowler, Fairclough, Reah, Simpson and Halliday all stress the relevance of transitivity for critical discourse analysis because it assists in identifying the different nuances of meaning represented in the clause. Simpson emphasizes that “transitivity refers generally to how meaning is represented in the clause; it shows how speakers encode in language their mental picture of reality and how they account for their experience of the world around them” (1993:88).

Roger Fowler, referring to Halliday, describes transitivity as being the foundation of representation: it is the way the clause is used to analyse events and situations as being of certain types. And transitivity has the facility to analyse the same event in different ways, a facility which is of course of great interest in newspaper analysis (Fowler 1991:71).

Reah approaches the process differently in a more clarified transactive structure of the verb system. She divides verbs into two kinds: the actional verb and the relational. Actional verbs can be divided into transactive verbs that have an agent causing the action and a recipient affected by the action. Non-transactive verbs involve the agent only (Reah, 1998:78). Transitivity is the process of transforming sentences from active to passive structures.

2.3 Active and Passive Voice

The active or passive voice plays a major part in determining the role of the participant in an action. The role of a participant may be emphasised, minimised or omitted entirely” (Nordlund, 2003:9). The active voice is used when the writer wishes to focus on the agent. The passive voice creates a different effect; the agent becomes less prominent and the person or thing affected by the action is the focus. “Passive is a common structure in headlines, it saves space, it is chosen not only for brevity but also because of the official or bureaucratic nature of the events referred to” (Fowler,
1991:79). In newspapers, the actor may be deleted because “the paper is able to imply illegal conduct without actually making an accusation that could leave them vulnerable to legal action” (Reah, 1988:88). Another reason for deleting the actor “may be due to the fact that the actor actually is unknown” (Nordlund, 2003:100).

2.4 Nominalisation

The study of the articles in the Lebanese press also focuses on the process of nominalisation, which Fairclough considers as ideologically motivated. A nominalisation is a “process converted into noun. It is reduced in the sense that some meaning is missing” (Fairclough, 1989:124). Nominalisation is used to delete information from a sentence and is the process of exchanging a verb for a simple noun or phrase noun. Fowler claims that nominalisation permits “habits of concealment, particularly in the areas of power relations and writer attitudes” (Fowler, 1991:80).

3. Relational Values

Fairclough describes relational value as the way “a text’s choice of wordings depends on, and helps create, social relationships between participants” (1989:116). A relational verb describes the relationship between someone and something or indicates quality between two nouns (Reah, 1998:78). Halliday says that “there are two parts to the ‘being’: something is being said to ‘be’ something else. In other words, a relation is being set up between two separate entities” (Halliday, 1995:119).

The level of formality of a text forms part of these relational values. According to Fairclough:

One property of vocabulary which has to do with relational values is formality. … the formality of the situation demands formality of social relations, and this is evident in the vocabulary, which consistently opts for more formal choices as against less formal available alternatives, expressing politeness, concern from participants for each other’s face, respect for status and positions. (Fairclough, 1989:117-118)

Fairclough (1989) focuses on three grammatical features of texts: the modes of sentence, modality and pronouns. He further focuses on three modes of sentence: the declarative mode, the grammatical question and the imperative mode.
The declarative mode of sentence is generally when there is a S followed by a V. The imperative mode is when the sentence does not have a S at all and starts with a V, for example: eat (V) your food (O). Fairclough notes that “Grammatical questions are more complicated because there are different types: first types begin with who? what? when? where? why? how? which?… the second type begins with a verb – can you assist me with my homework? And which often gets a yes or no answer” (Fairclough, 1989:125-126). The imperative mode is “when the speaker/writer is in the position of asking something of the addressee, while the addressee is a compliant actor in the position of a provider of information” (Fairclough, 1989:126).

4. Metaphors
Metaphor is a way of “representing one aspect of experience in terms of another, and is by no means restricted to the sort of discourse it tends to be stereotypically associated with… it is the relations between alternative metaphors which have different ideological attachments” (Fairclough, 1989:119). Newspapers use metaphors to make their texts more interesting and rich, and to inspire certain feelings in readers.

5. Experiential Values in Grammatical Features
Experiential value is “how ideological differences between texts in their representation of the world are coded in their vocabulary” (Fairclough, 1989:113). The most significant indication of ideology in a text is the wording or the vocabulary. For example “some words are ideologically contested” (Fairclough, 1989:114). Classification schemes may differ quantitatively, with a larger or smaller number of words. Sometimes over-wording – an unusually high degree of wording, often involving many words, which are near synonyms – is obvious in an article. Such over-wording shows a preoccupation with some aspect of reality – which may indicate that it is the focus of ideological struggle (Fairclough, 1989:115).

One way to detect the relational values of words is “to identify meaning relations in texts, and try and specify their ideological bases” (Fairclough, 1989:116). The meaning relations may be synonyms where words have the same meanings or code the same idea or hyponyms where the meaning of one word is included within the
meaning of another word, and antonyms, which indicate that the meaning of one word is incompatible with the meaning of another (Fairclough, 1989:116).

6. Sentence Links

The cohesion of a text is reflected in the links between clauses and sentences. Cohesive devices include the repetition of words or the use of related words. They may also involve connectors, which mark the relationship between sentences or clauses. “The grammatical cohesion identified in texts allows the ideological approaches of the texts to develop coherently” (Reah, 1998:102). Fairclough says that complex sentences are characterised by a coordination link where the “component simple sentences have equal weight”, while a subordination link exists when there is “a main clause and one or more subordinate clauses”. The main clause is often the more important and the complex clause may be presupposed, which means that it is already known by the reader. Fairclough notes that the link between sentences also involves reference – words which refer back to a previous sentence or idea, or concept, or to a future one, such as pronouns (it, she, he, this, that, the), (Fairclough, 1989:130).

In this research, the discourse used in each newspaper is analysed and criticised relying on Halliday, Fowler, Nordlund, Thompson, Fairclough and Reah, as outlined above. The next chapter presents the analyses of each of the articles.
Chapter 4: Analysis of the Six Articles

4.1. Analysis of the French Articles (see Appendix A)

4.1.2 Analysis of *La Revue du Liban* – Edition No. 4072 from 23 to 30 September 2006 – Weekly French Magazine (see Appendix A)

As described in chapter 2, *La Revue du Liban* is a weekly French magazine that is distributed in more than 30 countries. At the beginning of the article, Mr. Melhem Karam, who represented the Lebanese Journalists’ Syndicate at their meeting with Patriarch Sfeir, is quoted directly, speaking in a very reverent manner, revealing his respectful attitude towards the Patriarch. Mr. Karam was the editor-in-chief of the magazine until he died on 22 May 2010, and this may be the reason for him being quoted extensively in the article. The second section consists of direct and indirect quotations from the Patriarch himself.

This analysis first examines how the event is represented at the macro-structural level by means of an evaluation of the presentation of the article, the content and lexicalisation of the article and the sequence of quotations.

**Presentation of the Article**

A colour photograph is inserted at the beginning of the article showing Mr. Karam and the journalists standing in a semi-circle around the Patriarch inside Bkerke, the official residence of the Maronite Patriarch of Antioch and the entire East. This photograph adds importance to the meaning of the event. The journalists are all male, smartly dressed, standing in a semi circle with the Patriarch in the middle. The photograph emphasises the respect shown by the journalists to both the Patriarch and the location. The caption beneath describes the photograph as being of “His Excellency the Cardinal Sfeir and Mr. Melhem Karam surrounded by the Council of the Journalists’ Association.” This sentence is nominal without any verb and includes the name of Mr. Karam since he was the editor-in-chief of *La Revue du Liban*. Modifiers are added highlighting the importance of the person such as “His
Excellency the Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir” and indicate the respect shown to the Patriarch.

**Over-lexicalisation and Omissions**

The whole article in *La Revue du Liban* consists of 930 words. Much of the dialogue, which took place between the Patriarch and the journalists, which is included in other articles analysed, is omitted. The article is divided into three sections with two subheadings written in bold letters. The article starts with a full paragraph (180 words) quoting Mr. Karam’s speech. It is evident that in this magazine Mr. Karam is an important personality as he was the editor-in-chief of the magazine at the time.

In the second section the focus moves to the Cardinal and first records the Cardinal’s expression of thanks to Mr Karam, again indicating the mutual respect between the two men:

*Le cardinal Sfeir a remercié M. Karam des sentiments qu’il a exprimés à son égard.*

(Cardinal Sfeir thanked Mr. Karam for the feelings he expressed).

This article omits to mention the Patriarch’s concern about the lack of a Christian bloc in the country. The Patriarch’s reservations about a “political vacuum” are also omitted in this article, and there is no reference to people who had left their homes or to the need for reconciliation between the Christians.

**Sequence of Quotations**

As noted above, Mr. Karam is directly quoted in this article, in contrast with the other articles examined. The emphasis here is on the trust and confidence of the journalists in the person of the Patriarch and in this religious place which has long been a place for seeking peace and dialogue.

*Bkerké a toujours été le ‘rocher de l’éveil libanais’...C’étaient des paroles pondérées, franches et aimantes...” Nous revenons aujourd’hui aux sources, au Patriarche Sfeir, pour lui demander de prononcer les paroles susceptible de sauver le Liban des germes de la zizanie.*

(Bkerke has always been the “rock of the Lebanese awakening”... His words were considered, honest and loving”... We return today to the source, to Patriarch Sfeir, to
ask him to pronounce the words which might save Lebanon from the seeds of discord.)

The Patriarch thanked Mr. Karam for the feelings he voiced about him:

*Le cardinal Sfeir a, tout d’abord, remercié M. Karam des sentiments qu’il a exprimés à son égard, avant d’aborder les problèmes de l’heure.*

(Cardinal Sfeir thanked Mr. Karam for the feelings he expressed before turning to the issues of the day.)

The journalist quotes the Patriarch’s opinion about the free press in Lebanon at the beginning and not at the end of the article, highlighting this information and presenting it as important. Should it be positioned at the end of the article, it would become less noticeable and therefore carry less weight. Mentioning the Patriarch’s opinion about the free press in Lebanon at the beginning emphasises the ideology of the newspaper which encourages the freedom of speech in the country.

The analysis now moves to an analysis of features on the micro-level, such as the use of headlines, vocabulary, lexicalisation, transitivity, and modality.

**Headline Extract 1**

*EN RECEVANT LE CONSEIL DE L’ORDRE DES JOURNALISTES*  
*MGR SFEIR : « ISRAËL EST L’ENNEMI ET LE LIBAN SERA LE DERNIER ETAT ARABE À CONCLURE LA PAIX AVEC TEL-AVIV »*  
(On receiving the Council of the Journalists’ Association, Monsignor Sfeir: ‘Israel is the enemy and Lebanon will be the last Arabic state to conclude peace with Tel-Aviv’)  

**Headline Extract 1 Analysis**

The headline begins with the clause *En recevant le conseil de l’ordre des journalistes* (on receiving the Council of the Journalists’ Association) which qualifies the importance of the group received by the Patriarch, representing the journalists and emphasising the importance of this group of persons. *En recevant* (on receiving)
shows a situation indicating the relationship between the Patriarch and those to whom
he is giving an audience.

The first clause of the second sentence begins with the name of a well-known
personality with the modifier Mgr accentuating the importance of this religious
Christian personality. Sfeir is quoted in a direct form in inverted commas making his
words more significant for the reader.

*Israel est l’ennemi* (Israel is the enemy) is a statement in which the subject is Israel,
and the verb être (to be) indicates that the process is relational. This statement
concerns the relationship between the two countries; the meaning is evocative because
the word ennemi (enemy) stresses the hidden significance of a war between the two
countries and the attitude of the Patriarch.

The additive conjunction et (and) maintains the sequence of information, which is
logically connected. The third clause of the second sentence expresses a predicate
using the verb sera (will be), in which the Patriarch predicts that in the future
Lebanon will be the last Arabic country to make peace with Israel. This clause has a
strong insinuation highlighting the word dernier (last) which means that Lebanon will
be the very last country to have a positive approach towards Israel. The lexical choice of antonyms used in the headline ennemi and paix (enemy and
peace) carries contradictory feelings. The use of the word ennemi (enemy) may
function as a qualifier of the statement and it is the intention of the narrator to impart
a negative association, reminding the reader that Israel is (statement) and will be
(predicament) the enemy of Lebanon. This headline shows the negative attitude of the
Patriarch towards Israel, accentuating the alliance and affiliation of Lebanon with
other Arab states.

The font of the first headline published in *La Revue du Liban* is larger than the text
itself, written in bold white capital letters inside a blue box. The structure is different
as well as it is a longer headline, using both direct and indirect discourse. The aim of
such a headline is to attract the reader’s attention.
Headline Extract 2

“Israël est l’ennemi et le Liban sera le dernier État arabe à conclure la paix avec l’État hêbreu,” a déclaré S. Em. le cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir, en recevant M. Melhem Karam, à la tête du conseil de l’Ordre des journalistes.

(“Israel is the enemy and Lebanon will be the last Arabic state to conclude peace with the Hebrew State,” said his Excellency Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir, on receiving Mr. Melhem Karam, the head of the Council of the Journalists’ Association.”)

Headline Extract 2 Analysis

Another paragraph is printed under the first headline, which repeats the content of the headline but reorders it. The second headline begins with a statement from the Patriarch that Israel is the enemy and emphasises that Lebanon is an Arab state. He is quoted exactly as in the first headline with the exception that Tel-Aviv is replaced by l’État hêbreu (the Hebrew State). This naming strategy is adopted in this headline to strengthen the hostility and animosity towards Israel, identifying the ideological approach of the text. The second headline carries an evocative meaning highlighting for the reader that Israel is definitely Lebanon’s enemy. It is a repetition of the second clause of the second sentence stressing the hidden significance of a war between the two countries.

The two clauses of the first sentence are direct discourse highlighted between inverted commas. The second clause starts with a verb a déclaré (said), then with the full name of the religious personality S. Em. le cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir (his Excellency Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir), underlining the importance of the person using several titles to define the significance of the person.

The third clause of the second headline is one long nominal group divided in two sub-clauses. The first clause starts with a present (active) participle en recevant (on receiving) with M. Melhem Karam as the object and representing the head of the
Council of the Journalists’ Association. The process qualifies the importance of the person heading the syndicate.

Profile
The second headline repeats the same quotation for a second time with the difference that Tel-Aviv is replaced by the Hebrew State stressing the belief that “Tel-Aviv” means the “Hebrew State”, showing the political ideology behind the words which are more negative than Tel-Aviv. The repetition of the same sentence makes it clear to the reader that Israel shall remain the enemy and Lebanon is an Arab state which will be the last Arabic country to conclude a peace treaty with the Hebrew State. Already the headline shows signs of negativity towards Israel making the ideology of the magazine clear to the reader. The headline starts with the Patriarch’s quotation, and ends with the event, a meeting between the journalists, with Mr. Melhem Karam, the head of the Journalists’ Syndicate. La Revue du Liban mentions the name of Mr. Karam in the headline, since he was the editor-in-chief of the magazine at the time. The second headline is another paragraph under the first headline, written in italics. When reading the two headlines of this article the conclusion could be drawn that the text will show signs of disapproval towards Israel and stress that Lebanon is an Arab state.

Modality
Modal verbs carry a range of meanings that have not necessarily happened. A few examples of modality are displayed in the article indicating uncertainty and possibility.

Le Liban n’ait pas à payer le tribut de la division (Lebanon should not pay the price of division), tous ces pays doivent revenir à leur raison (these countries should see reason) are modal auxiliary verbs expressing opinions and expectations.

Nous devons nous unir (we must therefore be united) is a modal verb used to express an obligation.
Lexicalisation

The writer starts the article by implementing Mr. Karam’s own opinion when proclaiming *nos problèmes internes, il les a qualifiés de ‘dramatiques’*… (as for our internal issues, he [the Patriarch] described them as ‘tragic’…). The writer describes the internal crisis as ‘tragic’ and he emphasises the word ‘tragic’ by inserting it in inverted commas, as it is a word used by the Patriarch himself, and he also leaves the quotes towards the end of the sentence. This has a negative impact and demonstrates the destructive situation that Lebanon is facing.

*L’Éveil Libanais* (the Lebanese awakening) is a term used by Mr. Karam to describe the importance of Bkerke. *Avec amour* (with love), *impressionnés* (impressed), *des paroles pondérées, franches et aimantes* (his words were considered honest and loving) are terms used to intensify the importance and value of the Patriarch’s words. *Patriotisme rassembleur* (unifying patriotism), *sagesse, affection* (wisdom and affection) are terms expressing the qualities ascribed to the Cardinal by the group, recognising his authority and indicating respect and admiration for him.

The writer introduces a quotation to the article reporting that *Le Liban est un petit pays formé de dix-huit communautés* (Lebanon is a small country composed of 18 communities) making it obvious to the reader that Lebanon is unique in having 18 communities living together in this small country.

*L’État hébreu* (the Hebrew State) is repeated three times in this article, stigmatising Israel. The writer would not use the name “Israel”, thus indicating the political attitude of the magazine towards Israel.

Relexicalisation

*La Revue du Liban* accentuates the importance of the religious personality of the Patriarch by making use of a large variety of linguistic means: the Patriarch is referred to as “*Monseigneur Sfeir*” (Monsignor Sfeir), “*son Eminence*” (His Eminence), *sa Béatitude* (his Excellency), *l’émíent prélat* (the Eminence Prelate), and *Cardinal Sfeir* (Cardinal Sfeir). The writer is trying to reveal to the reader the great significance of this religious personality.
Lexical Cohesion
Classification schemes are noticeable in this article. The use of emotionally or culturally charged words is obvious. Some of these words have a negative effect, others have a positive influence. Synonyms are noticeable and emphasise the negative or positive impact on emotions and attitudes. Sanglants et destructeurs (bloody and destructive) are value-loaded synonyms carrying negative connotations relating to war. Frères et amis (brothers and friends), are synonyms loaded with positive emotions and feelings. Liberté, souveraineté et indépendance (freedom, sovereignty and independence), are positive words loaded with patriotic feelings. La concorde et la coopération (harmony and cooperation), la quiétude et la paix (harmony and peace) are words loaded with positive emotions. Ennemis et frères (brothers and enemies) are antonyms used to carry contradictory feelings. Rassembleur et division (unifying and division) are words loaded with contradictory meanings. Viennent et s’en vont (they come and they go) are hyponyms explaining that foreign armies will not be permanent in Lebanon.

Metaphor
Le rocher de l’éveil Libanais (the rock of the Lebanese awakening) is a metaphor used to describe the importance of Bkerke, which is one of the most important places for the Lebanese people in general and the Christians in particular. Des germes de la zizanie (seeds of discord) is another metaphor describing the disagreement or conflict among the Lebanese people.

Transitivity Including Active and Passive Voice and Agency
The first paragraph where Mr. Karam is quoted directly is made up of:

a- nine actional processes:
ajout pris la parole (initially [he] spoke), œuvre (performed), a appelé (called), nous revenons (we return), nous sommes venus (we have come), le mot qui rassemble (the words which bring together), n’ait pas à payer (should not pay), nous ne nous aidons pas (we do not help each other); and

b- two relational processes:
C’étaient (were), a toujours été/est (always was/is).
The extract *Nous avons tous été impressionnés par les propos …* (we were all impressed by the statements …) is stated in the passive voice. *Les propos* (the statements) is the agent and it plays a more subordinate role. This extract is a mental process, relating to perception. The sentence starts with the pronoun *nous* (we) which is the grammatical subject. *Nous avons tous été impressionnés* (we were all impressed by the statements) and *nous avons entendu* (we have all heard) are the two mental processes quoted by Mr. Karam in the first paragraph.

Karam’s quotations consist of a narrative series of events and occurrences.

*Cette liberté sera préservée* (this liberty will be protected) is a passive agentless relational process, in which the actor is unknown and hidden.

…*et [une guerre] nous a été imposé*… and [a war] was imposed on us … is a passive actional process. The actor is unknown as whoever imposed the war is not mentioned. The narrator quoted the Patriarch in a transitive process making the actor who imposed the war unclear to the reader. The passive voice used with a deleted agent appears in a declarative statement stressing that the war was instigated by a group other than the Lebanese people.

*Notre pays ayant été choisi*… (our country has been chosen …) is a passive actional process. The narrator quotes a statement by the Patriarch in a transitive process, leaving the group which is plunging the country into chaos unknown to the reader. The passive voice was used to highlight the act itself and not the actors implicated in the act. The agent is unknown, and the narrator is highlighting that the act was orchestrated or chosen by another group making it difficult for the reader to work out the identity of this other group.

It is significant in this article that the majority of verbs indicate mental processes, stressing the fact that the article predominantly consists of the expression of attitudes and opinions on the part of those quoted.
Direct and Indirect Discourse

The writer uses direct discourse, quoting the Patriarch’s words throughout most of the article with the following exceptions:

…Il [Sfeir] les a qualifiés de “dramatiques” et a appelé à une action rapide pour redresser la situation

(As for our internal issues, he [Sfeir] described them as ‘tragic’ and called for rapid action to improve the situation)

The writer did not use direct discourse when he/she mentioned that the Patriarch thanked Mr. Karam for the feelings he expressed:

… le cardinal Sfeir a remercié M. Karam des sentiments qu’il a exprimés à son égard avant d’aborder les problèmes de l’heure…

(…Cardinal Sfeir thanked Mr. Karam for the feelings he expressed before turning to the issues of the day…)

Before quoting the Patriarch’s words about the immigration of Lebanese and in particular the youth, the journalist introduces his own opinion, which the Patriarch insisted on this particular subject:

L’éminat prélat a insisté, d’autre part, sur “la nécessite de freiner…”

(His Excellency emphasised, in addition, ‘the necessity of…’)

The preference for direct speech over indirect speech indicates that the magazine sought to represent the exact words of those quoted, and avoid reported speech, which could reveal the attitude of the journalist writing the article. This also indicates the importance attached to the actual words of those quoted.

Nominalisation

The extract nous avons tous entendu parler de la marginalisation des Chrétiens (we have all heard about the marginalization of the Christians) demonstrates a nominalisation process: the exclusion of the Christians is expressed as a thing and not an act. The way this sentence is constructed directs the reader to an unknown actor. The extract La nécessité de freiner l’émigration (the necessity of curbing the emigration) displays another nominalisation process: emigration is a nominalised action without an actor.
Repetition

Israël est l’ennemi et le Liban sera le dernier État arabe à conclure la paix avec Israël.

(Israel is the enemy and Lebanon will be the last Arabic state to conclude peace with Israel)

As mentioned above, the same quotation is repeated twice in the headlines stressing the need to remind the reader of the threat which Israel poses to Lebanon and its disgrace. The same sentence is introduced again for the third time in the article, stating that Israël reste jusqu’à ce jour l’ennemi et le Liban ne peut établir avec Tel-Aviv des relations, tant que les autres pays frères n’auront pas conclu la paix avec l’État hébreu (Israel remains the enemy up to this day and Lebanon cannot establish relations with Tel-Aviv while our brother countries have not concluded peace with the Hebrew State). The writer is articulating for the third time the same sentence, highlighting the same idea, trying to influence the reader’s opinion in this regard.

Pronouns

...nos problèmes internes...nous ne nous aidons nous-mêmes...

(“...our internal issues...we do not help each other ourselves...)

The pronoun nous (we) is used at the beginning of the article to include the writer and the reader, it relates to all Lebanese people; it includes everybody and is used inclusively.

...nous avons tous été impressionnés... nous avons tous entendu parler...nous revenons aujourd’hui...nous sommes venus...

(…we all were impressed… we have all heard… we return today…we have come…)

The pronoun nous (we) is used by Mr. Karam excluding other people and just including the whole group of journalists present in this meeting. The reader might or might not be included.

...vous les connaissez... vous les traitez...
The Patriarch addressed the group present as *vous* (you – plural) and excluding those who are not present.
With *Je remercie*…(I thank…) the Patriarch is expressing his own feelings using the pronoun *je* (I).

The writer quotes the Patriarch every time he uses the pronoun *nous* (we) which he introduced often in his speech to generalise the country and its people, including the writer and possibly the reader. The list of pronouns used consists of the following quotes:

*Il existe chez nous*… (we still have…), *nous espérons*… (we hope…), *nous avons pati*… (we have suffered…), *nous a été imposée*… (was imposed on us…), *nous devons nous unir*… (we must be united…), *nous ignorons*… (we do not know), … *nous pensons*… (we think…).

**Conclusion**
From the above analysis of the article, the conclusion can be drawn that *La Revue du Liban* gives evidence of being pro-Sfeir and anti-Israel. As the editor-in-chief of the magazine at the time, Mr. Karam is allowed space in the article. The first section of the article is reserved for him, quoting him in 180 words out of the total of 980 words comprising the whole article.
The metaphor used to describe Bkerke and the Patriarch highlights the ideology of the magazine which shows a great deal of respect to the place and to the Patriarch.
The attitudes are mainly displayed by the choice of words and the selection of facts among which the magazine highlights the July war. This may be indicative of its ideological stance.
The preference for direct speech over indirect speech indicates that the magazine seeks to represent the exact words of those quoted and avoids reported speech, which could reveal the attitude of the journalist writing the article. This also indicates the importance attached to the actual words of those quoted.
4.1.3 Analysis of L’Orient-Le-Jour – 15 September 2006 – French Daily Newspaper (see Appendix B)

*L’Orient-Le-Jour* is an independent daily newspaper published in French, dealing with regional and international political issues, as well as sports, culture, economics, finance and other areas such as cinema and television. Since its launch, *L’Orient-Le-Jour* has been known for its credibility, objectivity and independence.

As in the analysis of the article published in *La Revue du Liban*, this section analyses the linguistic processes used in this newspaper by studying how the event is represented at the macro-level and evaluating the norms and values and the techniques used in this regard such as the presentation of the article, over-lexicalisation and the chronology of quotations.

**Presentation of the Article**

A small photograph, the same as the one in *La Revue du Liban*, is added to the top right of the article showing the journalists, all male and smartly dressed at the meeting with the Patriarch who is standing in the middle. The photograph represents the unity of the journalists together with the head of the Maronite church and aims to “add an extra dimension of meaning” to the event (Reah, 1998:24). *L’Orient-Le-Jour* did not print a caption under the photograph describing its content.

**Over-lexicalisation and Omissions**

*L’Orient-Le-Jour* devoted more space to the reporting of this event compared to other newspapers. The article is divided into five main paragraphs with a sub-heading for each paragraph. The whole article consists of 1,573 words. It reports most of the Patriarch’s dialogue with the journalists. Over-wording is noticeable in the article as it is repetitive and very detailed. The article demonstrates the importance ascribed to the event by *L’Orient-Le-Jour*, while other newspapers did not accord it so much significance. However, Mr. Karam’s speech is omitted in this article, the focus of which is on the Patriarch’s dialogue.
Sequence of Quotations

The quotations are published in a different order in *L’Orient-Le-Jour*. The Patriarch’s criticisms of Lebanese leaders are mentioned at the beginning of the article, presenting them as important. The freedom of the press is mentioned last, in direct contrast with the article in *La Revue du Liban*. In *L’Orient-Le-Jour* it is presented as less significant and noticeable and therefore turns out to be less noteworthy.

The analysis now moves to an analysis of features on the micro-level, such as the use of headlines, vocabulary, lexicalisation, transitivity, and modality.

**Headline Extract 1**

*Un départ du gouvernement créerait un vide politique, estime le chef de l’Église Maronite*  
(The head of the Maronite Church believes that the stepping down of the government would create a political vacuum)

**Headline Extract 1 Analysis**

The first headline is made up of two clauses: *Un départ du gouvernement créerait un vide politique* (the stepping down of the government would create a political vacuum) expresses negativity regarding an internal matter. This clause strongly implies the importance of maintaining the government.

The verb *créerait* (would create) is a material process predicting the future. This headline has a direct and active form, quoting the Patriarch in the conditional tense and without introducing inverted commas, implying an expectation of the future if the government left.

The second clause of the first headline starts with the verb *estime* (believes) which is a verbal process followed by the name of the actor who leads the Maronite church, emphasising the fact that he is the head by using the word *le chef* (the head).
Profile
The first headline in *L’Orient-Le-Jour* gives the opinion of the Patriarch who is against any departure of the government. The font used in the first headline is the same font as in the text itself. It is the intention of the journalist to stress that the Patriarch thinks that the departure of this government will create chaos in the country. A modifier was included in the headline *le chef de l’Église Maronite* (the head of the Maronite Church) giving information about the importance of the person of the Patriarch and highlighting his rank in the Maronite church.

Headline Extract 2
*Sfeir: La guerre de Juillet était une “guerre par procuration” sur le sol du Liban*
(Sfeir: the July war was a “proxy war” on Lebanese soil)

Headline Extract 1 Analysis
The second headline printed in *L’Orient-Le-Jour* comprises two clauses: the first clause contains the name of the Patriarch *Sfeir*, the second clause consists of the actor which is *la guerre de Juillet* (the July war), a relational process *était* (was) and the attribute – a long nominal group *une guerre par procuration sur le sol du Liban* (a proxy war on Lebanese soil). *Une guerre par procuration* (a proxy war) is highlighted between two inverted commas.

The first clause of the second headline comprises one word, the name of the Patriarch without any modifier with a colon after *Sfeir* to indicate a direct quote.

The second clause of the second headline has a very strong significance. It stresses that the July war was a war imposed on Lebanon by accentuating “the proxy war” with inverted commas.

Profile
The second headline, written in bold and bigger letters, quotes the Patriarch on the July war. The second headline shows disapproval and negativity towards the July war making the magazine’s ideology clear to the reader. The inverted commas are used in
the headline to distance the newspaper from the ideology behind the words. But this
newspaper quotes in direct speech the person whose utterance is being represented.
This newspaper needs to emphasise the actual words used by Sfeir. The quotations
attract the reader’s interest because the print is larger and bolder than the text.

**Modality**

*L’Orient-Le-Jour* quotes sentences the Patriarch used during the dialogue which show
his uncertainty or doubt. The following extracts are examples of modality used in the
article:

*Ces états doivent revenir à leur bon sens* (these countries should see reason), *qui
jouirait* (which could enjoy), *les aggressions qu’il s’agit d’interdire* (the attacks
which we should prohibit) are deontic modal verbs expressing obligations.

*Il me semble que le Liban* (it seems to me that) is an example of epistemic modality
where the journalist recalls the uncertainty of the Patriarch.

*Le Liban ne peut songer* (Lebanon cannot think) is a modal verb that has a negative
force demonstrating a negative opinion.

*Il est nécessaire qu’une entente* (it is necessary for an agreement) is a deontic modal
adjunct expressing a necessity.

*Certes, Israel est aggresseur* (Israel is certainly the aggressor), *certes non* (certainly
not) are epistemic adjuncts used in the text to strengthen an opinion.

**Lexicalisation**

The choice of words in this article is of great importance. *L’hémorragie humaine* (the
human haemorrhage), *l’avenir incertain* (An uncertain future), *la responsabilité des
Libanais* (the responsibility of the Lebanese) are words used to depict a situation of
uncertainty and instability.
Relexicalisation

*L’Orient-Le-Jour* refers to the religious personality of the Patriarch employing a large variety of linguistic means: Sfeir is referred to as *le chef de l’Eglise maronite* (the head of the Maronite church), *Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir* (Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir), *le Patriarche* (the Patriarch), *Patriarche Sfeir* (Patriarch Sfeir), *le Patriarche maronite* (the Maronite Patriarch). The writer deliberately tries to reveal to the reader the newspaper’s attitude towards the person in question. In contrast to *La Revue du Liban*, when mentioning the name of Mr. Karam, *L’Orient-Le-Jour* did not use the title Mr. and just called him by his name, Melhem Karam. This implies that Karam does not carry the same rank in the opinion of *L’Orient-Le-Jour* as he does in *La Revue du Liban* where he was the editor-in-chief at the time.

Lexical Cohesion

*L’Orient-Le-Jour* uses different classification schemes. Synonyms are evident in this article. *Le bon sens et la raison* (reason and common sense), *la paix et la tranquillité* (peace and tranquillity), *liberté, souveraineté et indépendance* (freedom, sovereignty and independence) are positive words loaded with patriotic significance and a desire for peace and freedom. *Conséquences et pertes* (consequences and losses) are words indicating a negative meaning with connotations of defeat and failure. *Matin et soir* (morning and night), *venaient et repartaient* (came and went) are hyponyms obvious in this article. *N’était pas concerné, ont été impliqués* (was not involved, were implicated) are negative words loaded with a sense of obligation forced on the Lebanese people. In addition there are antonyms expressing contradictory feelings, such as *les querelles et les réconciliations* (disputes and reconciliations), *la paix et la guerre* (peace and war).

Metaphor

The choice of words in this article is of great importance. *L’hémorragie humaine* (the human hemorrhage), *querelles intestines* (internal quarrels) are metaphors reflecting the conflict among the Lebanese people.
Transitivity Including Active and Passive Voice and Agency

The actor in the extract *Le Liban n’était pas concerné par ce conflit qui lui a été imposé* (Lebanon was not involved in this conflict which was imposed on it) is *Le Liban* (Lebanon), the process is a negative process *n’était pas concerné* (was not involved). The actor of the second clause of this extract is *qui* which signifies here *ce conflit* (this conflict) and the process is *a été imposé* (was imposed) where the use of passive voice deletes the agent.

In the extract *On a utilisé le Liban... pour un conflit* (Lebanon has been used …) the actor is *on* (an indefinite pronoun) and the process is *a utilisé* (used) which is a material actional process. The passive voice used in this extract diminishes the role of the actor who is unknown because the writer omitted to name the group that used Lebanon. The use of *On* (an indefinite pronoun) in the French language makes the actor unknown as it does not specify the subject or actor responsible for the action.

In the extract *Il s’agissait d’une guerre par procuration* (this was a proxy war), the actor is *il* (this) which is unknown and the writer excluded the actor to reduce its role. The process *s’agissait* (was) is in a passive behavioural form.

The actor in the extract *ce conflit nous a été imposé* (this conflict was imposed on us) is *ce conflit* (this conflict) and the process *a été imposé* (was imposed) but the agent is unknown again omitting the actor that caused this conflict. It is a passive material process.

*Si l’on s’interroge, on a utilisé, on peut prévoir les conséquences, on nous a dit* are extracts where the subject and actor are represented by *on* (indefinite pronoun) but the agent is not specified.

*Ce conflit nous a été imposé* (this conflict was imposed on us) is a passive actional process where the agent is unknown and the actor that imposed the war on Lebanon
has been omitted or deleted. It is a declarative statement specifying that the war was not the Lebanese people’s choice.

*Ces faits s’imposent* (these events were imposed) is a passive actional process where the agent is anonymous, without identifying which group imposed these facts.

In the extract *ceux qui ont reproché* (those who criticised) the actor is *ceux* (those who), the process is *ont reproché* (criticised) but the agent is anonymous as the journalist does not indicate the actor but highlights the action.

*Les aggressions qu’il s’agit d’interdire* (the attacks which we should prohibit) is a passive actional process where the action is known but the agent is hidden.

*Les Libanais ont été impliqués dans cette guerre* (the Lebanese people were implicated in this war) is a passive actional process where the actor is obscured as whoever imposed the war is hidden.

*Un vide politique qui se créerait* (a political vacuum that would be created) is a passive actional process where the agent is again unspecified.

*Des réponses sont proposées* (answers are proposed) is a passive process where the agent is not recognised. The journalist did not name the group which proposed the answers as the most important is the action and not the actor.

The role of a participant may be emphasised, minimised or omitted entirely. In this article, the writer interpreted the passive voice used by the Patriarch as emphasising the act itself and not the reason for, or the actors involved in the act. The use of the passive voice makes it difficult for the reader to judge who is to blame for the war, or indeed to judge who the writer believes is to blame for the war. Responsibility is thus avoided.

The high number of passive sentences is significant in that the newspaper is deliberately avoiding any mention of those responsible for certain actions.
Nominalisation

Aucune condamnation d’Israël (any condemnation of Israel), une pratique de politique saine (healthy politics), La possibilité d’une reprise de la conférence de dialogue (the possibility of restarting talks), La responsabilité de la destruction de leur pays (the responsibility of the destruction of their country) are some examples which feature a nominal group of words deleting the action by avoiding the use of a verb. Again this removes any indication of the agents or actors involved.

Direct and Indirect Discourse

In this article, the Patriarch is quoted both directly and indirectly several times. The article has a mixture of direct and indirect speech features.

Using indirect discourse, the writer introduces his/her comments throughout the article. Examples of indirect discourse include: le cardinal Sfeir a livré sa pensée (Cardinal Sfeir summarised his thoughts), s’est montré excédé (appeared irritated), s’est prononcé (stated that), le chef de l’Eglise Maronite a été sévère (the head of the Maronite Church severely criticised), le Patriarche a été ferme (the Patriarch was firm), a dit redouter ([he] was concerned).

The Patriarch is quoted directly between inverted commas and the quotes are introduced using the following reporting verbs: le Patriarche a dit (the Patriarch said), a relevé (added), s’est-il exclamé (he exclaimed), a poursuivi le Patriarche (the Patriarch continued), le Patriarche a declaré (the Patriarch said), s’est félicité ([he] praised)…

Repetition

In this article, one idea is repeated more than once within the text itself. The writer underlines several times the same expression directly and indirectly within the article. The article starts with the following indirect sentence: le Patriarché déplore l’inexistence d’un bloc Chrétien, à l’instar des blocs Sunnite, Shiite et Druze (the Patriarch condemned the absence of the Christian bloc compared to the presence of the Sunni, Shiite and Druze blocs).
Early in the article the same idea is repeated but this time as a direct quote from the Patriarch:

Aujourd’hui, il y a le bloc sunnite, le bloc chiite et le bloc druze. Quant au bloc Chrétien, je le dis franchement, nous ne le voyons pas.
(Today there is a Sunnite bloc, a Shiite bloc and a Druze bloc. As for the Christian bloc, frankly, we cannot see one.)

The same quotation by the Patriarch is repeated again for the third time in the fourth paragraph of the article, under the sub-heading “An uncertain future”:

…Aujourd’hui, il y a le bloc Sunnite, le bloc chiite et le bloc druze. Quant au bloc Chrétien, je le dis franchement, nous ne le voyons pas.
(Today, there is the Sunnite bloc, the Shiite bloc, the Druze bloc. As for the Christian bloc, frankly, we cannot see one.)

The reiteration of the same idea three times within the same article proves that the newspaper is trying to influence the opinion of the reader concerning the absence of a Christian bloc.

A confirmation from the Patriarch that Israel is the enemy is also quoted twice in the article ensuring that the reader will get the message.

Doit-on vraiment condamner Israël, tous les jours, matin et soir, pour montrer au monde qu’Israël est l’ennemi?
(Do we really have to condemn Israel every day, morning and night, to show that Israel is the enemy?)

This quotation first appears at the beginning of the article in the third paragraph. It is repeated in the fourth paragraph under the subheading “An uncertain future”.

This repetition is to emphasise and stress that the Patriarch is against Israel as some other people may think the opposite, in particular when some journalists asked him about the lack of condemning Israel during the meeting between the Maronite bishops.
Pronouns

The writer quotes the Patriarch directly when he uses the indefinite pronoun *on* in different sentences to vaguely specify one or a group of people, or to specify the group the Patriarch belongs to: *doit-on vraiment* (do we really have), *si l’on s’interroge* (if we wonder), *on a utilisé* (Lebanon has been exploited), *on a l’impression* (we have the impression), *on peut prévoir* (we can foresee), *on nous a dit* (it was said to us).

The writer also quotes the Patriarch when he expressed his own feelings using the exclusive pronoun *je* (I), referring to himself and excluding all others: *j’ignore* (I do not know), *je le dis franchement* (I say it frankly), *je pense* (I think).

The Patriarch often uses the inclusive pronoun *nous* (we) and the writer quotes him directly in appealing to the country and its people, including the writer and the reader: *à nous de savoir consolider* (it is up to us to strengthen), *nos enfants* (our children), *il nous faut prendre* (we need to take), *nous ignorons* (we do not know), *nous ne le voyons pas* (we cannot see one), *nous devons nous solidariser* (we should be united).

*Nous l’avons fait amplement...* (we fully ...) the writer quotes the Patriarch using the exclusive pronoun *nous* (we) including the council of the Maronite bishops only and excluding the writer and the reader.

Conclusion

The event is represented differently in the two French newspapers. The headlines in *L’Orient-Le-Jour* are different from those in *La Revue du Liban* in shape, content and structure (Reah, 1998:13). The headline in *La Revue du Liban* is paraphrased differently, the length of the article is shorter, the chronology of ideas is also different, and omission is noticeable in the article. *L’Orient-Le-Jour* devotes more space to the event. The article in *L’Orient-Le-Jour* is longer and it consists of the complete dialogue with the Patriarch. The narrator in *La Revue du Liban* omits different quotations mentioned by the Patriarch.
Unlike *L’Orient-Le-Jour*, *La Revue du Liban* mentions the name of Mr. Karam in the headline, as he was the editor-in-chief of the magazine at the time and the same photograph is published in the two articles. The difference is that *La Revue du Liban* devotes more space to the picture and introduces a sentence highlighting the event.

In *L’Orient-Le-Jour* the writer gives his opinion by using indirect quotes and trying to influence the reader’s opinions. In contrast, modality is not as obvious in *La Revue du Liban*. *La Revue du Liban* is harsher towards Israel than *L’Orient-le-Jour*. It refers to the Hebrew State and not Israel. Both articles show the importance of the religious leader by using a large selection of linguistic titles.
4.2 Analysis of the Arabic Articles

4.2.1 Analysis of *Al Akhbar* – Daily Arabic Newspaper No. 29 – Friday, 15 September 2006 (see Appendix C)

*Al Akhbar* is a daily Arabic newspaper, which is regarded as Hezbollah’s mouthpiece. Therefore, this analysis will study how the event is represented in macro-level structures by evaluating the norms and values and the techniques used in this regard such as presentation of the article, over-lexicalisation and the sequence of quotations.

**Presentation of the Article**

The article covers half of page 4 in landscape orientation and falls under the rubric “localities” and subheading “Political activities”. A colour photograph of the Patriarch sitting with Mr. Karam is included in the centre of the article, embedded in the text. This photograph focuses on the two individuals with a caption consisting of a nominal sentence “The Patriarch Sfeir and President Karam”. The sentence is formal and matter of fact using only the modifiers “Patriarch” and “President” without further specifications about the two personalities. The journalists are not shown in the picture, highlighting for the reader the importance of the two main players. The name of the journalist, Ibrahim Awad, is given at the beginning of the article, introducing him to the reader.

**Over-lexicalisation and Omissions**

*Al Akhbar* devoted nine paragraphs to the event without any introductory subheading. The writing is small and the text consisted of a total of 889 words. The approach used in *Al Akhbar* is totally different from the other newspapers with the Patriarch being quoted indirectly and in a different way from the other articles analysed.

لا ... لا يوجد تواصل. التواصل مقطوع هذه الأيام "مضيف": "كانتا يبعثون بوفود من قبلهم لكن مضي وقت لم نر أحدا منهم"  
(“No...there is no contact...the contact has been interrupted lately”, adding “they used to send delegations from their side but for a long time we have not seen anyone”)
In the third paragraph, the *Al Akhbar* journalist reports a direct question, which had been put to the Patriarch concerning his communication with Hezbollah. None of the other newspapers had brought up this subject. The Patriarch’s answer is quoted directly in the active voice in inverted commas.

(What about telephonic contact? Have these contacts been interrupted as well? The Patriarch smiled, answering: “There are no phone calls between us”, and then he continued, “Anyway, it is not a problem”.)

The journalist is not satisfied with the answer, so he insists on knowing if there were any other telephonic contacts between the Patriarch and Hezbollah. Once more, the Patriarch is quoted directly in inverted commas, stating that even telephonic contact has been interrupted. The journalist insists on explaining to the reader that despite the interruption in communication, the Patriarch is in no way negative, and is not worried about it, saying, “… it is not a problem.”

(He requested that amicable relations should be established between Lebanon and its neighbours…)

The journalist reports that the Patriarch requests that amicable relations should be established between Lebanon and its neighbours, but that Syria is the only neighbour with which Lebanon may be able to have amicable relations as the second neighbour, Israel, is at war with Lebanon. The journalist has not specifically mentioned Syria and the sentence is quoted in the passive voice, indirectly, with no use of inverted commas.

*Al Akhbar* omits to include the quotations from the Patriarch with regard to the free press in Lebanon compared to other Arab states.

An introduction comprising 33 words in bold letters opens the article and is separated from the rest of the text by a line. This small paragraph is a summary of the whole article in which the writer informs us that the Patriarch described the situation as

ماذا عن التواصل الهاتفي؟ هل هذا مقطوع أيضاً؟

إبتسام البطريرك مجيباً: "لا تلفونات بيننا" ثم استطرد قائلاً: "على كل ليس هناك أي مشكلة"
tragic, that Lebanon was not involved in this Israeli war and emphasised that the institutions needed to replace national dialogue.

**Sequence of Quotations**

Whilst other newspapers mentioned the July war at the beginning of their articles, *Al Akhbar* begins the article differently, noting that the Patriarch had transmitted different messages to the politicians, some of them openly and others hidden between the lines.

In this article, the subject of the July war is reported in the middle of the article, and the article ends with the people of the mountain who had left their homes.

The sequence of the Patriarch’s quoted comments is also different in *Al Akhbar*. All of these differences provide clues as to the ideology of the newspaper. This is discussed in the conclusion to this section.

The structure of the text on the micro-level is now analysed, beginning with the headline.

**Headline Extract 1**

صفير ل "الأخبار": التواصل مقطع مع "حزب الله"

(Sfeir to *Al Akhbar*: the break in communication with “Hezbollah”)

The headline in *Al Akhbar* is totally different from any other headline published in other newspapers relating to this event. The first clause of the headline lacks a verb: it consists simply of the name of the Patriarch “Sfeir” and the name of the newspaper *Al Akhbar* with the latter in inverted commas, highlighting the name of the newspaper. This clause implies that the Patriarch addressed his words directly to *Al Akhbar* and not to any other newspaper. The first clause is linked to the second by a colon. The second clause of the headline is a nominal group, without a verb, therefore lacking any form of action. The extract reflects a nominalisation process where the “break” and “communication” are turned into things rather than actions. No agents are given in this headline, leaving it up to the reader to identify those involved.
Profile
The first headline is published in bold, big letters in the centre of the article. The two words which are in inverted commas are Al Akhbar, the name of the newspaper, and “Hezbollah”, confirming the ideology of the newspaper. The headline is a direct quote from the Patriarch in the active voice but there is no indication that the Patriarch said it. When reading the headline of the article, the effect is negative as it stresses that there is no communication or contact with Hezbollah whereas the presence of any contact may improve the relationship between the two groups. However, the reader can only guess who it is that is out of contact with Hezbollah.

Headline Extract 2

(He recalled his predecessor’s attempt to assemble the leaders in Bkerke and the occurrence of Ehden massacre)

The headline extract 2 is divided into two clauses: the first clause “He recalled his predecessor’s attempt to assemble the leaders in Bkerke” consists of the actor “He” which evokes the Patriarch, the process “recalled” is a mental process, and the attribute is “his predecessor’s attempt to assemble the leaders in Bkerke”. This headline has an indirect form where the journalist is reporting the Patriarch’s words without using a direct quotation.

The conjunction “and” links the two clauses of the headline. Its function is to draw the conclusion that the result of the first clause did not stop the occurrence of the second. The second clause is a nominal sentence, lacking a verb. The nominalisation is clear in this clause, as the agent behind the massacre at Ehden is not mentioned. The second clause describes murder which has a negative impact on the reader by reminding him or her of this massacre which happened in 1978.

Profile
The second headline is printed under the first one – the letters are smaller and the font is not as bold as the first headline, which indicates a lower degree of significance. It is
also indirect discourse in which the journalist recalls the Patriarch’s words. This second headline also has a negative impact as it reminds the reader of a massacre which occurred in the past.

**Modality**
The Patriarch is not often quoted directly in this article but the attitude of the Patriarch is indicated in the use of language. Verbs expressing uncertainty or probability are not obvious in this article.

هناك أفكار عديدة يجب جمعها ومقارنتها و استخلاص ما يجب استخلاصه منها
(Most of the opinions should be obtained and compared and conclusions should be drawn in this regard)
This is another form of sentence where deontic modal verbs are introduced to emphasize on an opinion that is an uncertainty.

**Lexicalisation**
The choice of words used in this article is similar to the words chosen in the other newspapers, with the following differences:

"حيث الطائرات الإسرائيلية " ترغي وتزيد في سماء وطننا ونحن لا طائرة لنا ولا سلاح"
(…as the Israeli airplanes “roared and glittered in the sky of our country and we do not possess airplanes or arms”.)

The Patriarch compared the Israeli aircrafts to lions making a loud and deep sound in the Lebanese sky, referring to them as shining and sparkling, highlighting their metallic nature.

"The rock of the Lebanese resistance” is an expression used to describe Bkerke which is the main domain of the Maronite religion as a solid rock on which the Lebanese people can rely in difficult times. *An Nahar* published this quotation as “the rock of the Lebanese awakening” changing the word “resistance” to “awakening”. Hezbollah is recognised as the Lebanese resistance that defends Lebanon from Israel, therefore *Al Akhbar* used the word resistance in the Patriarch’s quotation to demonstrate that the Patriarch is not against the resistance.
Relexicalisation

Al Akhbar does not make use of a large variety of linguistic means to refer to the Patriarch: it uses “the Maronite Patriarch”, “Sfeir” and/or “the Head of Bkerke”. Ibrahim Awad does not highlight the importance of this religious leader by adding more modifiers to the name of the Patriarch. Mr. Karam is referred to simply as the President or Mr. Karam.

Lexical Cohesion

Synonyms, hyponyms and other classification schemes are noticeable in this article. Words loaded with emotional and cultural meanings have a negative or positive influence on the reader’s mind. The use of synonyms is few in the article such as أهل الحكم والسياسة (political leaders and figures) and (politicians and leaders), emphasise the political players in the country.

The use of antonyms is more evident in this article: مباشر و منها ما يقرأ بين السطور، عدم و سلام، الحرب اللبنانية و الحرب الإسرائيلية، المصالحة و المجزرة، لهم و ليس لنا، من جهة و من جهة أخرى، علاقات ودية و العدوان، تأليف الحكومة و اسئتالة الحكومة، إعادة بناء ما هدمته الحرب، المصالحة، و المجزرة.

“…directly and… hidden between the lines”, “enemy and peace”, “Lebanese war and Israeli war”, “massacre… reconciliation”, “for them and not for us”, “on the one hand… on the other”, “amicable relations…. the enemy”, “formation of the government and resignation of the government”, “re-building what the war has destroyed”, “reconciliation… the massacre”. These terms all carry contradictory positive and negative connotations.

Hyponyms are evident in this article; for example the Patriarch spoke about التعاون و التوافق (the harmony and the cooperation) he listed the blocs of different sects such as the Shiite bloc, the Sunni bloc, the Druze bloc and the Christian bloc.

Antonyms are more apparent in this article than synonyms and hyponyms. The expressive values of these antonyms are ideologically significant, resulting in a lexical chain expressing contrastive meaning associated with politics and war.
Metaphor

(الصخرة الصمود اللبنانية) is a metaphor used by Mr. Karam to describe the importance of the Patriarch and the place he represents. For most Christian people in Lebanon, and in particular the Maronites, Bkerke plays a vital role in the survival of the Christians who face difficult situations in Lebanon.

(الطائرات الإسرائيلية "رَّؤيَتُهَا وَتَزِيد" في سماء وطننا ...) is a metaphor used by the Patriarch to describe the way the Israeli airplanes were making a loud deep noise and sparkling in the Lebanese sky, terrorising the country.

Transitivity, Including Active and Passive Voice and Agency

(منها ما يقرأ بين السطور)

The actor is unknown as it is unclear who hid the meaning between the lines. This extract is a passive mental process with a hidden actor.

مشيرا أن الحرب الإسرائيلية التي شنت على لبنان كانت غير متقابلة

(…indicating that the Israeli war which was imposed on Lebanon was not balanced…)

The verb “was imposed” is a passive material process, where the passive voice deletes an unspecified actor.

(و فهم من كلامه)

This sentence represents a verbal passive process where the agent is unidentified and unspecified.

إختذا من أرضنا ساحة عراك لهم و ليس لنا. كانت حربا بالواسطة

(… our territory was exploited as a battlefield for them and not for us. It was a proxy war)

The verb “was exploited” is a material verb used in the passive form where the agent is unknown. The journalist does not mention the actor who exploited the territory of Lebanon as a battlefield. The agent is unidentified in this process. The verb
“imposed” does not indicate who the actor is that “imposed” the war on Lebanon. It is a passive material process.

(Most of the opinions should be obtained and compared and conclusions should be drawn in this regard.)
The verbs “should be obtained”, “compared and drawn” are verbs used in the passive form where the agent is missing. The Patriarch used “should” which indicates obligation.

(it is too difficult to form)
The verb in Arabic “it is too difficult” is a passive mental process, which omits the agent who might form the government. It has a negative meaning as it implies that it is complicated and difficult to form a government.

(… compensation had been paid to the people whose homes had recently been destroyed, but that those who have been homeless for thirty years have not yet been paid”)
The verbs “had been paid”, “have not yet been paid” are uttered in a passive form where the actor is unknown. The second verb has a negative meaning as the damages have not been paid to the people of the mountain who had left their homes.

Nominalisation
Nominalisation is used frequently in the *Al Akhbar* article. One reason for this is that Arabic is a language in which the verb can often be replaced by a noun.

(notification of peace), (if there is any communication), مسارعة الدول لنجدة لبنان (the precipitation of the states to the aid/help of Lebanon), تغيير الحكومة (the non implementation of the Ta’ef Accord), إجراء انتخابات (the accomplishment of
Direct and Indirect Discourse

The Patriarch is occasionally quoted directly but is mostly quoted indirectly in the article. Direct discourse is indicated by the use of inverted commas, such as when the journalist asked the Patriarch about communications with Hezbollah.

"We were not involved... But it was imposed... through the intermediary of a Lebanese group”, “that Israel remains until today the enemy”, “…Lebanon will be the last country to realise such relations with it”, “Do you want us to condemn Israel every day …where Israel is not concerned in this regard” are further examples of direct quotations from the Patriarch on the Israeli war.

("The circumstances have changed. During the independence time … we do not know which bloc it is”, “If there is no argument, you have created one. Most of the opinions should be obtained…it is necessary to be patient and things are dependent on time”, “from Brih and other villages, …for thirty years have not been paid yet”) These are other examples of the Patriarch’s direct discourse.
The writer also uses indirect discourse throughout the article, describing the attitude and mood of the Patriarch in different situations. The extensive use of indirect speech rather than direct speech affects the reader’s interpretation of the article and the ideology of the newspaper. The journalist reveals his attitude when using indirect quotations since he does not have to prove directly to the reader that these are the actual words used by the Patriarch. When the journalist Ibrahim Awad transmits the Patriarch’s own words then he separates his opinion and the ideology of the newspaper, freeing himself from the actual words quoted.

**Sentences Links**

Arabic is a language, which tends to use a relatively small number of conjunctions. The most frequently used conjunction in Arabic is *wa* (and) (Baker 1992: 193). Every paragraph is linked to the previous paragraph by the conjunction “and” in addition to the writer’s personal opinion which connects the ideas and quotations together.

**Repetition**

The first paragraph of the article is a summary of the issues discussed with the Patriarch in the meeting. Then the journalist reports once again within the article on each of these topics. “Israel is the enemy and the war was imposed on us”, “it does not involve the Lebanese people” are opinions repeated several times in the article.

The massacre at Ehden is also repeated several times, in the headline and in the article, emphasising the event which was a disaster for the Christian communities in Lebanon in general and for the Maronites in particular.

**Pronouns**

لا شأن لنا فيها ... أما الكتلة المسيحية فلا تدري أيّة كتلة , و نحن لا نعرف لننا ولا سلاح (we were not involved… we do not know which bloc it is, we do not possess airplanes nor arms”)

These extracts are samples of the use of the pronoun *we*, where the Patriarch makes use of to represent all the communities of Lebanon including himself. He is
generalising and including everyone using an inclusive pronoun, including both reader and writer.

(But it was imposed on us and our territory was exploited as a battlefield for them and not for us, the Israeli airplanes “roared and glittered in the sky of our country…”)

The pronouns “us” and “our” also represent the whole Lebanese community including the Maronite priests. The journalist directly quotes the Patriarch to make clear to the reader that this inclusive pronoun is used by the Patriarch and not necessarily by the journalist.

(But for a long time we have not seen anyone of them, we already declared our opinion in this regard, there are no phone calls between us, do you want us to condemn Israel every day to prove that Israel is our enemy?)

In the above extracts, the Patriarch implies the Maronite bishops, the Maronite priests and himself, all of whom represent the Maronite sect. The Patriarch also means by the pronoun “us” the group of Maronite priests who represent the Maronite church.

(They used to send delegations from their side)

The pronoun “they” represents Hezbollah.

(I don’t deserve these expressions; I have to be truthful)

The Patriarch is using the pronoun I, expressing his own feelings and personalising the quote, excluding everyone else.
The journalist directly quotes the Patriarch especially when he uses the pronouns “we”, “our”, “us”, “I”, and so on. He is referring either to the Lebanese community as a whole, or to the group of Maronite priests that head up and represent a community.

**Conclusion**

*Al Akhbar* covered the event differently from the other newspapers analysed. The conclusion may be drawn that this newspaper is pro-Hezbollah. The headline published in *Al Akhbar* represents a different topic. Initially the headline emphasised that the Patriarch’s comments were addressed directly to *Al Akhbar* and the headline comments on the break in communication with Hezbollah. It is the only newspaper that mentions this topic.

Mr. Karam is allotted only one sentence in this whole article, and the word “awakening”, which appears in the other newspapers analysed to describe Bkerke is changed to “resistance” in *Al AKhbar*. As a result, Bkerke is compared to the resistance force, Hezbollah.

Hezbollah is named openly in the article and questions were put to the Patriarch about the communications between Hezbollah and himself. Adding this detail provides the reader with further important information.

Another addition is noticeable in the article when the journalist recalls the Patriarch’s view of “the attitude of the Secretary General of Hezbollah, Mr. Hassan Nasrallah, during the interview given at Al Jazeera”. This is the only newspaper to recall the *Al Jazeera* interview with Mr. Hassan Nasrallah.

The amicable relations with Lebanon’s neighbours are only mentioned in this article, indirectly implicating Syria.

*Al Akhbar* omits the speech given by the Patriarch concerning the freedom of the press that exists in Lebanon. This indicates that the newspaper removes information that is incongruent with its political stance.

In contrast with *An Nahar*, this newspaper fails to mention the visit of the US ambassador to the Patriarch that same day, avoiding information that conflicts with its political attitude toward the United States in general and its ambassador in particular.
The metaphors used in the article describing the Israeli airplanes, which roared and glittered in the Lebanese sky is another form of description emphasising Israeli arms which Lebanon lacks.

The extensive use of passive voice and nominalisation serves to mitigate the seriousness of the events, giving an indication of the newspaper’s underlying ideological stance.
4.2.2 Analysis of An Nahar – Daily Arabic Newspaper No. 22775 – Friday, 15 September 2006, Year 74 (see Appendix D)

An Nahar is a leading daily Arabic newspaper published in Lebanon and widely distributed in the Arab world. It is banned in Syria because of its strong stance against the Syrian occupation of Lebanon. This newspaper meets high standards of journalism. It appeals to a large audience and is considered a prestigious publication that operates in a professional manner. The following analysis examines elements on the macro-structural level by assessing the norms and values present in the text.

Presentation of the Article

The article was published on the online version of the paper under the subheading “Local political news”. No photograph is added to the article. Three short headlines are printed at the beginning of the article.

Over-lexicalisation and Omissions

The article in An Nahar consists of 18 paragraphs of which 13 are devoted to the event. The other five paragraphs appear under a subheading السفير الأمريكي (the American Ambassador) at the end of the article and which reports on the visit of the US ambassador to the Patriarch on the same day.

The font is small and the space reserved for the meeting between the Patriarch and the Council of the Journalists’ Association consists of 1,100 words. An Nahar acknowledges Mr. Karam, the head of the delegation, by reporting three paragraphs (97 words) of his speech. The journalist also indicates the respect and admiration expressed by Mr. Karam towards the Patriarch and in return the narrator tells the reader of the Patriarch’s modesty.

24 The section relating to the Ambassador of the United States of America is not included in this research.
The Patriarch’s speech is published in its entirety in *An Nahar* with the significant exception of the quotation printed in *Al Akhbar* concerning the lack of contact with Hezbollah.

**Sequence of Quotations**

In the first paragraph of the article, *An Nahar* introduces a small summary quoting the Patriarch indirectly. Mr. Karam’s speech follows praising the head of the Maronite church for his attitudes and feelings towards the Lebanese community. The sequence of the Patriarch’s quotations is no different in *An Nahar* to the other newspapers. The visit of the Ambassador of the United States of America is reported in a smaller section at the end of the same article under the subheading “the American Ambassador” printed in bold letters to separate the two subjects from each other. *Al Akhbar* omits this section because of its political stance towards the United States.

This study now analyses the micro-structural level in relation to headlines, modality, vocabulary, lexicalisation and transitivity.

**Headline Extract 1**

انسفٛش الأيٛشكٙ أثُٗ ػهٗ دكًخ انجطشٚشن انًبسَٔٙ

(The US ambassador praised the wisdom of the Maronite Patriarch)

**Headline Extract 1 Analysis**

The first headline relates to the Ambassador of the United States of America who also visited the Patriarch on the same day. The agent is “the US Ambassador”, the process is “praised” and the attribute is “the wisdom of the Maronite Patriarch”. The headline extract 1 is an impressive statement in which the process is active and verbal. The ambassador is not quoted directly in inverted commas. It has a positive meaning where the US ambassador expresses his admiration for the wisdom of the Patriarch. The modifiers used are not very marked as the American ambassador is simply named “the US ambassador” and the Patriarch is named “the Maronite Patriarch”.

Profile

The first headline is written in bold letters, in the same size font as the rest of the article. The headline extract 1 recalls a meeting between the US ambassador and the Patriarch, which is reported at the end of the article, emphasising the importance of this meeting. This headline has a positive impact on some readers who support the 14 March Alliance and who do not disapprove of the US ambassador.

Headline Extract 2

صفير: اللبنانيون كانوا دخلاء في الحرب
(Sfeir: the Lebanese were strangers in the war)

Headline Extract 2 Analysis

This headline has two clauses, which are separated by a colon. The first clause names the Patriarch Sfeir without including any modifier, thus reducing the importance of this religious leader. The second clause comprises the actor, “the Lebanese”, the process “were” and the attribute “strangers in the war”. This clause is a statement with a relational process. No inverted commas were used for this headline even though it is a direct quotation from the statement by the Patriarch to the journalists.

Profile

The second headline is printed under the first using the same font, in bold letters. This second headline quotes the Patriarch directly stressing that the Lebanese people are not involved in the war. The July war is such an important subject that the journalist chose to mention it in the headline. It has a negative meaning in that it highlights the non-involvement of the Lebanese people.

Headline Extract 3

إسرائيل لا تزال العدو و لكن هل علينا إدانتها يوميا؟
(Israel is still the enemy but do we have to condemn it every day?)
**Headline Extract 3 Analysis**

The third headline is a direct question that comprises two clauses quoted directly from the Patriarch without using any inverted commas. The actor in the first clause is “Israel”, the process is “is”, and the attribute is “still the enemy”. The first clause is an active statement and a relational process. It has a strong insinuation stressing that Israel is “*still the enemy*”.

The adversative conjunction “but” links the two clauses together and is inserted before the statement “Israel is still the enemy” which gives a reason for what has just been said. The second clause is a question employing the actor “we”, the process “have to condemn” and the attribute “it [Israel] every day”. The second clause uses an active mental process to describe the Patriarch asking a question concerning the condemnation of Israel.

**Profile**

The first clause of the third headline states that Israel is the enemy of Lebanon while the second clause is presented in the interrogative form where the Patriarch is wondering if he has to keep reiterating his attitude towards Israel to satisfy and convince everyone about his thoughts and beliefs.

**Modality**

The Patriarch uses the interrogative sentence “do we have to condemn Israel…?” which contains modality regarding the obligation to keep condemning Israel every time he speaks. The Patriarch is implying that the Lebanese people are requiring him to repeat the same words on a regular basis.

“… we should be more patient” contain modality expressing obligation. The use of modal verbs by the Patriarch in direct quotations is indicative of his opinions and beliefs.

**Lexicalisation**

Mr. Karam describes Bkerke as صخرة الصحوة اللبنانية (the rock of the Lebanese awakening) emphasising the importance of the place and comparing it to a rock on
which the Lebanese people can depend by trusting and having faith in the spiritual
meaning of the place.

(We arrived today… asking to hear a word of unity from Bkerke. In war, in peace, in
talks, in marginalisation, we should perhaps be aware of all this loving and wise
guidance)

Once again Mr. Karam praises the place and puts his confidence in all circumstances
in it.

(Since Bkerke deals with love in all domains, from missionary to moral tasks which
are glorious, to the gathering of the spiritual families in Lebanon)

These are expressions describing the qualities of Bkerke, the official residence of the
head of the Maronite church, recognising its authority and describing love, respect
and admiration for the place and its significance to the Lebanese people.

Relexicalisation

*An Nahar* uses the same linguistic means when referring to the religious role of
the Patriarch. “the Maronite Patriarch”, “Patriarch Sfeir” or “Sfeir” are the only modifiers
used throughout the article. *An Nahar* therefore does not emphasise the importance of
the religious status of the Patriarch.

The journalist refers to Mr. Karam as “President Melhem Karam”, “President Karam”
or “Karam, the president of the journalists’ association”, highlighting the status of Mr.
Karam for the reader.

Lexical Cohesion

Classification schemes are evident in this article. Synonyms are noticeable stressing
negative or positive feelings or thoughts. صداقة و سلام (harmony and peace),
حُب و سلام (harmony and cooperation), قرى و منى كبرى (neighbours and next),
الحيران وما حولنا (towns and big cities) are value-loaded synonyms carrying positive emotions.
the friendship and the cooperation), (the freedom), (independence and sovereignty) carry positive feelings of patriotism.

-the war), (the enemy), (military clashes), (atomic bomb), (dispute), (disagreements), (massacre at Ehden) are negative words carrying a sense of conflict and war.

-the loss), (the destructions), (tragic), (destroyed), (left their homes), (martyrs), (tragedies) are all value-loaded words carrying negative meanings of damage and loss.

-universal patriotism and criminal disunion and unity), (talks and isolation), (solution and problem), (for them and not for us), (gone and remained), (destroy and build), (amicable relations), (big and large), (build and destroy), (form and change), (re-building), (satisfied and complain) are antonyms used to carry contradictory meanings.

-villages and streets), (they come and go), (satisfied and complain) are antonyms used to carry contradictory meanings.

-government and parliament) are hyponyms used in the article.
Classification schemes used in this article are ideologically significant implying political meaning.

**Metaphor**

صدقة الصحة اللبنانية (the rock of the Lebanese awakening) is a metaphor used to describe the special meaning of Bkerke which is considered the most important site for Christians in Lebanon.

**Transitivity Including Active and Passive Voice and Agency**

الحرب فرضت علينا (the war was imposed on us) is stated as a passive material process. The agent is unidentified, thus indicating that the Patriarch is unwilling to tell the journalists and the reader about the group responsible for imposing the war on the Lebanese people.

إخرنا ياسبان سبدختن نب (our land has been exploited as their battlefield and not ours) is another quotation formulated as a passive material process with an unknown agent. The Patriarch does not mention the groups or the agent, which exploited Lebanon as their battlefield.

دار حوار (a dialogue took place) is stated in the passive form and therefore does not identify for the reader the parties concerned in the dialogue, which took place.

و حري تهدیم قرى بكاملها و أحياء (complete villages and streets were destroyed) is a statement in which the verb is a passive material process with an unknown agent. The actor who destroyed the villages and streets is not mentioned. The journalist reports the exact words of the Patriarch.

قيل لنا (we were told) is a passive verbal process where the agent is unknown since the Patriarch did not reveal the source of the information given to him.

هناك أفكار عديدة يجب جمعها و مقارنتها و استخلاص العبر منها (many opinions should be collected, compared and conclusions should be drawn in this regard) are verbs used in the transitive, passive form with an unknown agent.
The majority of verbs indicate material processes, emphasising that the majority of the quotations consist statements by the Patriarch relating to actions and descriptions of events quoted by the Patriarch.

**Nominalisation**

The following extracts display nominalisation which deletes the action by avoiding the use of a verb and turning the event into a noun. This removes any hint of agency and
protects the speaker from being obliged to name those responsible for any of these actions.

**Direct and Indirect Discourse**

The journalist is quoting Mr. Karam’s speech addressed to the Patriarch directly, inserting the quotes in inverted commas, repeating the exact words used to reveal the group’s attitudes since the journalists respect Bkerke and the Patriarch who is its head.

The journalist also uses direct discourse when quoting the Patriarch, inserting the Patriarch’s opinions and concerns in inverted commas, strengthening the actual words of the Patriarch.

(I don’t deserve these words and we thank you for your visit... I may say frankly)

The preference for direct speech over indirect speech shows that the newspaper wishes to publish the exact words of those quoted, emphasising the importance of those words and avoiding any direct expression of the journalist’s own attitude.

**Sentence Links**

As mentioned in the analysis of the *Al Akhbar* article, the Arabic language uses only a small number of conjunctions. In this article, the conjunctions used are *wa* و (and) as well as *thuma* ثم (then).

**Repetition**

("[the war] was imposed on us and our land has been exploited as their battlefield and not ours, as it was a proxy war, the Unites States of America and Israel on the one hand and Iran and Syria on the other, through the intermediary of a Lebanese group”, “but do we have to condemn it every day, morning and night?")
The only idea and opinion repeated twice in the article concerns the Israeli war. The first paragraph is an introduction that the journalist inserted quoting in inverted commas the Patriarch’s words about the Israeli war, which was imposed on Lebanon. The same quote was repeated a second time in the 4th paragraph, also in inverted commas.

The repetition of the same quote proves the importance of the Patriarch’s opinion about the Israeli war. The journalist is emphasising the attitude of the Patriarch as well as that of the newspaper.

**Pronouns**

(I believe)

The Patriarch uses the first person singular, thus isolating himself from others and emphasising that he is giving his own opinion rather than that of others.

The Patriarch also makes use of the first person plural, indicating that his words represent all the communities of Lebanon. The pronoun “we” is inclusive, representing the writer and the reader.

"We condemn”, “we don’t deserve and we thank you”, “we still have”, “we don’t want to humiliate”, “we had a look on our surroundings”, “we see”, “we witnessed”, “we wondered”, “we thank the Lord”, “we build to our children and ourselves”, “our matters”, “our country”, “imposed on us”, “to our rescue” are used by the Patriarch to include everyone. He is speaking on behalf of the Lebanese people by using the pronoun “we”. The use of “us” and “our” in these extracts also indicates that his comments are representative of the whole Lebanese community, including the Maronite priests. The journalist quoted the Patriarch directly to make clear to the reader that this appeal comes from the Patriarch and the journalist is trying to separate himself from the Patriarch’s quotes.
we have to), (we all heard and we were impressed), (we came asking) are quotations from Mr. Karam who addressed these words to the Patriarch. Mr. Karam is speaking on his own behalf and including the group of journalists. The reader might or might not be included.

The Patriarch speaks to the group using the second person pronoun “you” in phrases such as “you know”, “you agree” and “you try” used when addressing his words to the journalists present and excluding those who are not there. The reader is not included in these words.

The Patriarch was quoted in this article using the pronouns “we”, “our”, “us”, thus generalising his opinions and attitudes, insisting on including the group and the reader, stressing indirectly that his attitudes also apply to the Lebanese people.

Conclusion
This analysis shows that the ideology of the newspaper agrees with the Patriarch’s attitudes and political stance. The headline indirectly quotes the US Ambassador who visited the Patriarch and revealed his trust in the Patriarch’s wisdom. This headline has a positive value reflecting the ideology of the newspaper through the use of these words.

The other two headlines highlight the Patriarch’s opinion on the July war and Israel, which is the enemy. The impact of these headlines is negative indicating the ideology of the newspaper.

Karam was given space in this newspaper since An Nahar is a newspaper recognised for the respect offered to the journalists and their president. A section is added at the end of the article reporting the statement of the US Ambassador who visited the Patriarch that same day, indicating that An Nahar is not against the US Ambassador and the country he represents, as is the case with Al Akhbar.
Freedom of speech is very important to An Nahar since the article included a long paragraph mentioning that Lebanon respects the freedom of press in contrast to its neighbours, namely Syria and the other Arabic countries.

The content of the article reflected all the topics referred to by the Patriarch with the exception of the questions asked by Al Akhbar relating to contact with Hezbollah. The reason behind this exception is that the ideology of the newspaper is anti-Hezbollah. The relationship between the Patriarch and Hezbollah does not concern An Nahar as it does Al Akhbar.

Each of the mentioned aspects is an indication of the newspaper’s ideological stance.
4.3 Analysis of the English articles

4.3.1 Analysis of the Monday Morning – Issue 1760 – 18 September 2006 (See Appendix G)

The Monday Morning is an English weekly magazine that is printed every Monday highlighting the latest weekly news. The analysis below explains how important the event is for the Monday Morning.

Presentation of the Article
A small colour photograph of Karam, smartly dressed and sitting with the Patriarch is included in the article. This photograph highlights the importance of the two individuals and omitting the presence of the other journalists. The two interlocutors are not looking at each other, illustrating a serious atmosphere and respect, looking at the journalists in the room with them. The Patriarch is sitting, in his chair, which is a larger chair, stressing the importance of this leader over others present and facing the reader, looking away from the journalist. Mr. Karam is sitting in an attitude of respect, and is looking at the Patriarch and away from the readers.

Over-lexicalisation and Omissions
The Monday Morning publishes the shortest article compared with the other newspapers, printing only 138 words, including only a small part of the dialogue the Patriarch had with the journalists who visited him, as reported in the article. About half of the article is a quotation from the Patriarch and the rest is in the form of indirect speech.

Sequence of Quotations
Initially the journalist indirectly quotes the opinion of the Patriarch concerning the need for the cabinet to remain in office to avoid opening a political vacuum in the country.

The second paragraph of the article refers to the meeting between the journalists and the quotes the Patriarch directly on the Israeli war, which was imposed on Lebanon.
The first paragraph proves the importance that the journalist attributes to the opinion of the Patriarch regarding the cabinet and aims to convey it to the reader. The second paragraph emphasises the July war, which was imposed on Lebanon. The writer does not mention the lack of a Christian bloc, fails to describe the destruction caused by the July war and omits mentioning the free press that Lebanon enjoys, the amicable relationship with Syria, the emigration of Lebanese citizens or the experience of his predecessor and the massacre at Ehden. The only two opinions mentioned in the article highlight the ideology of the newspaper since the other quotations are missing.

An analysis of the macro-structural level of the article in the *Monday Morning* proves that this magazine does not accord great importance to the event, given that it omits the questions and answers concerning other issues, which demonstrates a neutral attitude towards the event. The next section analyses features on the micro-structural level to establish if the ideology of the magazine is hidden in the headlines, vocabulary, lexicalisation, transitivity, and modality.

**Head Extract**

*SFEIR: “A WAR IMPOSED ON US”*

**Headline Extract Analysis**

The headline is composed of two clauses: the first clause contains only the surname of the Patriarch “Sfeir” without any modifier and followed by a colon indicating a direct quotation. The second clause comprises the subject actor that is “a war”, the process “imposed” and the attribute “on us”.

The second clause is a direct quotation printed between inverted commas and stressing the actual words of the Patriarch. It has a very strong value, highlighting for the reader that the war was not the Lebanese people’s choice but that “it was imposed on us”. The word “imposed” has a strong and negative meaning.
Profile

The headline in the *Monday Morning* is prominent, short, printed in capital letters in a large bold font. The words are directly attributed to the Patriarch by introducing inverted commas to distance the newspaper from the ideology behind the words. A modifier is missing in the headline, omitting the importance of the person related to the story. When reading the headline of this article the conclusion can be drawn that the Patriarch had has a negative attitude towards the war. *Monday Morning* is avoiding accusing Israel directly and presents Lebanon as the victim. The passive voice is used in order to delete the actor making it difficult for the reader to judge who is to blame. By choosing this quote for the article, the journalist shows the newspaper’s unwillingness to take sides on the issue.

Modality

“It seems to me” is one of the Patriarch’s comments in which he is assuming that Lebanon was not engaged in this war. Sfeir did not want to confirm the non-involvement of Lebanon in that war, so ‘seems’ is an epistemic modal verb indicating the perception of the Patriarch and his wish to avoid making a categorical statement.

With the exception of the examples mentioned above, the writer did not try to influence the reader’s attitude and generally excludes the use of modal auxiliary verbs in the article, quoting the Patriarch directly using inverted commas.

Lexicalisation

The magazine underscores the Patriarch’s opinion that the war took place without the consent or support of the Lebanese people. It emphasises the negative attitude of the Patriarch towards this war, and foregrounds the opinion that the war was forced on all the Lebanese people, including the journalists and perhaps also the reader, as the quotation refers to “us”. The writer repeats this idea three times: “Lebanon was not concerned, this conflict was imposed on us,” and “they used Lebanon as a battlefield for a conflict that has nothing to do with us.” The word “conflict” is used more than once emphasising the seriousness of the situation.
Relexicalisation
The *Monday Morning* refers to the Patriarch as the “Maronite Patriarch” accentuating the religious identity which is significant mainly for the Maronites in Lebanon. The writer also reveals to the reader the importance of the Patriarch in Lebanon and in the Vatican by using his title “Cardinal”. Despite the short article, the writer does not omit the name of Mr. Karam who is President of the Journalist’s Association, again emphasising the importance of his position.

Lexical Cohesion and Lexical Chains
Synonyms, antonyms and hyponyms are noticeable in this article, loaded with negative and positive impact. “War and battlefield” are value-loaded synonyms carrying negative connotations describing the war. “Remain” and “stepped down” are value-loaded antonyms carrying contradictory meanings. “Government” and “cabinet” are value-loaded hyponyms referring to the constitutional institutions of the country.

Metaphor
“Political vacuum” is a metaphor used by the writer to stress the seriousness of a void should the government step down.

Transitivity Including Active and Passive Voice and Agency
“This conflict was imposed on us” is in the active voice and a material process. The subject is “this conflict”, the process is “was imposed” and the attribute is “on us”. The Patriarch uses the passive form, allowing for the deletion of the agent, and avoiding any naming of that agent.

“Lebanon was not concerned by it” is another extract where the actor is “Lebanon”, the process “was not concerned” and the attribute is “by it”. This extract is again expressed in the passive voice and has a negative impact on the reader.

In this article, the use of the passive voice by the Patriarch makes it difficult for the reader to judge who the Patriarch blames for the war.
Direct and Indirect Discourse
Given that the article is very short, the writer quotes the Patriarch only once in direct discourse and indirect discourse is used twice. The journalist’s and the newspaper’s voice are entirely absent.

Nominalisation
The extract “the necessity for the cabinet and the support of a majority of MPs” demonstrates nominalisation – the action is deleted, turning the process into a noun.

Repetition
In this article, the idea of “a war imposed” is repeated more than once in the text itself and in the headline. The reappearance of the same idea several times within the same article proves that the newspaper is trying to convey to the reader the Patriarch’s insistent attitude towards the war. This repetition shows that the newspaper seeks to emphasise the opposition of the Patriarch to the war.

Pronouns
The pronoun “us” is repeated just to stress that all Lebanese people were not involved in this war and not just one group, as some might think.
The pronoun “they” is used once, without any reference to who the Patriarch is referring to.
In “they used Lebanon…” the actor is “they”, the process is “used” and the attribute is “Lebanon”. The use of the pronoun “they” without naming who “they” are again shows that the Patriarch is not keen to be explicit about the group that is using Lebanon. The writer makes clear the unwillingness of the newspaper to take sides of any kind by quoting the Patriarch directly. The role of a participant may be emphasised, minimized or omitted entirely.

Conclusion
The analysis of the article published in the Monday Morning provides evidence of the fact that the magazine is neutral, and sides with neither party. The ideology is clear by
the choice of words and the selection of facts. It is significant that the event only warranted such a short article.
4.3.2 Analysis of *The Daily Star* - Friday, September 15, 2006

*The Daily Star* is the only daily political newspaper published in English in Lebanon. The event was reported in the newspaper at the same time it was published in the other newspapers but the approach is different. This analysis examines the different approach used by *The Daily Star*.

**Presentation of the Article**

No photograph is published on the Internet version of the newspaper. The name of the correspondent Maroun Khoury is mentioned at the beginning of the article, in small bold letters and the caption beneath his name presents him as *The Daily Star* correspondent.

**Over-lexicalisation and Omissions**

The article published in *The Daily Star* does not report specifically on the meeting of the Patriarch with Mr. Karam. Compared to the other newspapers, the number of words used to report the same event is very small. The full article comprises 360 words with only 112 words used to report the event. Most of the Patriarch’s dialogue is omitted. Instead the reporter adds different events and news. The reporter uses 25 words to refer to a call from Hezbollah and MP Michel Aoun requesting the government to resign. He also reports on the meeting of the Patriarch with the US ambassador, giving that meeting more space than the meeting with the journalists (171 words). The correspondent also mentions in 52 words at the end of the article a reply from a senior Shiite cleric accusing the United States of America of raising one Lebanese group over another. The headline is extracted from the meeting with the journalists but the article covers four different opinions from different groups.

**Sequence of Quotations**

The article begins by reporting the meeting between the Patriarch and the journalists via Mr. Karam’s direct and indirect quotes of the Patriarch’s comments. The journalist only reports the US ambassador’s statement after his meeting with the Patriarch.

---

25 Mr. Feltman is the ambassador of the United States of America in Lebanon
Once again, at the end of the article, Hezbollah is mentioned by publishing a reply from a senior Shiite cleric complaining about the behaviour of the US administration and their ambassador and accusing them of raising one group over another.

The analysis now moves to an analysis of features on the micro-level, such as the use of headlines, vocabulary, lexicalisation, transitivity, and modality.

**The Headline Extract**

Sfeir ‘blames Hizbullah’ for state of affairs in Lebanon

**The Headline Extract Analysis**

The headline comprises one sentence in which the actor is “Sfeir”, the process is “blames” and the attribute is “Hizbollah for state of affairs in Lebanon”. The meaning is evocative since it reports on the state of affairs but does not indicate the exact state of affairs in Lebanon. But since “blames” is a negative process, the reader understands that the mood in the country is pessimistic and that Sfeir holds Hezbollah responsible.

**Profile**

*The Daily Star’s* headline reports on the event differently from the French and Arabic articles by including the Patriarch’s accusation against Hezbollah. It highlights the fact that the head of the Maronite Church is blaming Hezbollah (the Shiite party) for the situation in Lebanon after the July war. The July war is omitted in the headline but the reader understands immediately that the state of affairs means that the problems the country is facing in the aftermath of the July war were brought about by Hezbollah. The headline highlights that the Patriarch does not blame Israel, which is the enemy, but he blames Hezbollah. This newspaper uses indirect discourse where a slipping was necessary to highlight that the Patriarch “blames Hizbollah” and it tried to distance itself ideologically from the statement by using inverted commas and the direct discourse. The name of the correspondent Maroun Khoury is in full view and for local readers would identify the correspondent as a Maronite through his name Maroun.

---

26 The Daily Star spells Hezbollah differently as Hizbullah instead of Hezbollah
Modality
No modal verbs are used in this newspaper.

Lexicalisation
*The Daily Star* reports on the event by criticising the Patriarch and referring to him “…as having once more lashed out at Hizbullah…” The definition of the verb “to lash out” as defined in the *Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary* is “to criticize somebody or something in a very angry way”. It is a choice of wording that the newspaper uses to report the attitude of the Patriarch towards Hezbollah and implying criticism of the Patriarch. It is a strong word used to describe the attitude of the Patriarch towards the “Party of God” and it indicates that it is not the first time that he has done so adding “once more”.

Maroun Khoury reports that Sfeir “blames the resistance for the ‘catastrophic’ state of affairs in Lebanon”. The reporter uses the word “resistance” to refer to Hezbollah and emphasise that Hezbollah is a party recognised by everybody to be defending the country in resisting the enemy. It is also a term that carries positive connotations. The United States as well as other countries consider Hezbollah a terrorist organisation but the writer calls it the “resistance” which gives it the right to exist and defend Lebanon against Israel.

“The latest attack was relayed” is another sentence used by the journalist showing that the Patriarch is always attacking and his latest attack is transmitted by Karam. The journalist is passing on an attitude which might be his own understanding of the Patriarch’s own attitude.

Relexicalisation
*The Daily Star* referred only once to the religious role of the Patriarch through the titles “Maronite Patriarch” and “prelate”. Throughout the rest of the article, the journalist only refers to him by his surname “Sfeir”, which diminishes his status. Since the reader of this newspaper is an English reader, the journalist does not feel that he is forced to use modifiers to present the Patriarch, in contrast with the Arabic
and French readers who expect modifiers when relating to a high religious personality such as the Patriarch.

The journalist described Hezbollah as a “resistance”, giving it a legal status to exist because they are resisting Israel, which is the enemy.

**Lexical Cohesion**
Due to the shortness of the article, very few synonyms, hyponyms or antonyms were used in this article. “lashed out” and “blaming” are value-loaded synonyms with negative implications. “Hizbollah”, “resistance” and “Lebanese group” are hyponyms relating to one group, which is Hezbollah. “catastrophic state”, “tragedies”, “war” and “battlefields” are also hyponyms detailing the disastrous consequences of the war for Lebanon.

**Metaphor**
“Blaming the resistance” is an indirect quote from the Patriarch. The journalist uses the word “resistance” to give Hezbollah a legal status as opposed to the accusations of the West which generally considers it to be a fanatical organisation.

**Transitivity Including Active and Passive Voice and Agency**
“A war imposed on us”, “…our country was used …”, “the war was launched…” are sentences quoted from the Patriarch using the passive voice to omit the role of the actor. The verbs used are passive actional processes deleting the agent. The use of transitivity is also noticeable in reporting the event: “the latest attack was relayed by journalist…” is a passive verbal process in which the agent is the president of the Journalists’ Union.

It is evident in this article that the majority of the verbs indicate verbal processes, emphasising the fact that the article consists of Karam quoting the Patriarch indirectly.

**Direct and Indirect Discourse**
The journalist publishes Karam’s comments to the press, indirectly quoting the Patriarch’s conversation with the journalists. The Patriarch’s opinion concerning the
July war is inserted in inverted commas, as he is quoted by Karam. The dominance of indirect speech over direct speech indicates that the journalist wants to reveal his own attitude.

**Nominalisation**

“…In mediation between Israel and Iran…” is a statement with a nominalisation since the action is removed to simply delete the action.

**Repetition**

Due to the small amount of space assigned to the event, the correspondent could not repeat the same opinion more than once. He reports on the July war and quotes the Patriarch’s words several times in this short article. He wants to make it obvious to the reader that according to the Patriarch, Lebanon is involved in a war, which it has nothing to do with. The phrasing is different but the repetition remains.

The word “war” is repeated several times in the sentences “a war imposed on us, and our country was used as a battlefield for others…”, “the war was launched…through a Lebanese group…”. He emphasises the negative meaning of the war.

**Pronouns**

The pronouns “us” and “our” in the quotation “a war was imposed on us, our country was used as a battlefield…” are used by the Patriarch to emphasise that the war was forced on the Lebanese people, including the writer and the reader.

The pronoun “our” stresses that the country is everyone’s country, including those present and those not present in this meeting.

**Conclusion**

As the above analysis shows, the English political newspapers and magazines published in Lebanon such as the *Monday Morning* and *The Daily Star* have not dedicated the same amount of space as the other political newspapers. This indicates that the event is not as important for their readers given the fact that most of the Patriarch’s words are omitted. The representation of language in these two articles is different from the other newspapers analysed. Does this impact on the political
ideologies of the newspapers? The following chapter attempts to draw general conclusions from the analyses.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

This study investigated how the six Lebanese newspapers with different political ideologies reported the same event displaying different attitudes through the use of language. It is an attempt and an opportunity to identify the importance of the analysis before embarking on any scrutiny.

This study has shown that language can indicate underlying ideologies by reporting and reshaping the articles in different ways. This study recognizes the importance of the analysis by identifying the grammatical structure of the languages involved in a given article which is subject to the analytic step. Fairclough’s approach to critical discourse analysis has been useful in the analysis of the articles to define the relationship between language use and ideologies.

The critical discourse analysis of the six articles examined the representation of the event at the macro-structural level, focusing on the presentation of the articles, revealing the occurrence of certain omissions to additions and analysing the sequence of quotations, in order to draw conclusions as to the reasons of these differences.

A photograph of the Patriarch was observed in most of the newspapers except for Al-Nahar and the Daily Star. Two different photographs were published: the first representing the Patriarch and late Melhem Karam sitting together face to face and the second showing the group of journalists surrounding the Patriarch. This was done in order to make the reader focus only on the two major personalities of the group or to reveal the importance of the entire group of journalist present in this meeting. This difference may explain a distinction in political ideologies between the six newspapers.

The analysis of the articles also revealed the occurrence of some omissions or deletions. An example of one of these occurrences is the omission in Al-Akhbar of the existence of a free press in Lebanon proving that this newspaper does not encourage this freedom. In contrast to An-Nahar, this newspaper fails to mention the visit of the US ambassador to the Patriarch on the same day, deleting information that conflicts
with its political attitude toward the United States in general and its ambassador in particular. These omissions toned down information that is contrasting with its political stance. The *Monday Morning* and the *Daily Star* did not dedicate the same amount of space to the meeting as other newspapers. This omission might be explained by the neutrality of the English newspapers.

Some additions were also noted in *Al-Akhbar*. ‘The attitude of Mr. Hassan Nasrallah during the interview given at Al Jazeera’ was in plain sight in the article. The relationship between the Patriarch and Hezbollah was also added in the article, enhancing the political ideologies of *Al-Akhbar*. Another addition was also noticeable - the amicable relation with Lebanon’s neighbours indirectly implicating Syria. These additions explained the political ideologies of *Al-Akhbar*, allowing us to draw conclusion that the newspaper is a pro-Hezbollah and pro-Syria. *La Revue du Liban* allows more space to Mr. Karam’s speech since he was the editor-in-chief of the magazine and he is given space in *An-Nahar* showing that the newspaper respects journalists and their president. *La Revue du Liban* covers all topics except contact with Hezbollah, confirming an anti-Hezbollah attitude. *L’Orient-Le-Jour* allocates more space than any of the other five newspapers proving the political stance of the newspaper.

The sequence of quotations differs between one newspaper and another, showing the importance of each topic as per the newspaper political ideologies. For example, *La Revue du Liban* quotes the free press in Lebanon at the beginning of the article, strengthening the importance of this freedom, while it is less significant for *L’Orient-Le-Jour* since it is mentioned last in the article.

As for the representation of the event at the micro-structural level, the analysis studies the use of headlines, vocabulary, lexicalisation, transitivity and modality. For example, the headline in *Al-Akhbar* covers the Patriarch’s break in communication with Hezbollah, a complete different topic from the other five newspapers, strengthening the political stance of the newspaper which is pro-Hezbollah. The headline in *An-Nahar* indirectly quotes the US ambassador who visited the Patriarch and reveals the trust in his wisdom. This headline has a positive
value reflecting the ideology of the newspaper, which has a pro-western political stance. The other three headlines mentioned the same topic which is the July war with Israel, while the headline in the Daily Star shows a different point of view, indicating that ‘Sfeir blames Hezbollah for state of affairs’ in the country. This shift in the point of view in the headlines may be explained by political considerations.

The use of metaphors and different modal expressions prove that Al-Akhbar’s political ideologies are different from the other newspapers. Shifts are noticeable at the choice of words. For example, the term “the rock of the Lebanese resistance” is used in Al-Akhbar to compare Bkerke to the resistance, insinuating indirectly Hezbollah, while La Revue du Liban uses “the rock of the Lebanese awakening”.

Shifts have also been noted at the process level, particularly through the extensive use of the passive voice in Al-Akhbar, serving to mitigate the seriousness of the event, given an indication of the newspaper’s underlying ideological stance that is pro-Hezbollah.

In contrast to Al-Akhbar, An-Nahar agrees with the Patriarch’s attitudes and his political stance, which is obvious in the selection of the words used in the headlines, the use of nominalisation and the transitivity processes implemented in the article. An-Nahar focused on the freedom of speech in Lebanon and the lack of it in the surrounding countries.

L’Orient-Le-Jour uses indirect quotes while La Revue du Liban uses direct speech, which reveals the aim of the writer to strengthen the words of those quoted. Both French newspapers reveal the importance of the religious role of the Patriarch using a large selection of titles. La Revue du Liban allows more space to Mr. Karam’s speech since he was the editor-in-chief of the magazine.

The presentation of the articles is important since each newspaper uses different methods. Over-lexicalisation, omissions, the sequence of the quotations and headlines played a major role in each newspaper. Modalities and metaphors were selected with the intention to enhance certain feelings in the reader.
However, on the whole, even though most people believe and claim that Lebanon has a free press, the conclusion can be drawn that Lebanese newspapers use different approaches in reporting the same event attempting to influence the reader’s opinion according to each newspaper political ideologies, limiting the freedom of speech. The shifts used by *Al-Akhbar* in reporting this event proved that the political ideologies of the said newspaper are opposed to those of *An-Nahar*, *La Revue du Liban* and *L’Orient-Le-Jour*. The approach of the event followed by the English newspapers was fairly close with the exception of the headlines, explaining that the difference of political ideologies of the two newspapers is not so vast.

In conclusion, in this study, a close textual comparison of the six articles reporting the same event proved that the language used indicates that the political ideologies of the newspapers are opposed. This study has confirmed how language is a vehicle of hidden interpretation in supposedly neutral reporting. Therefore, the reader should approach the discourse critically to expose the invisible ideology passing through language.
Appendix A: Translation of the French Article in La Revue du Liban into English

On receiving the Council of the Journalists’ Association, Monsignor Sfeir stated: “Israel is the enemy and Lebanon will be the last Arabic state to conclude peace with Tel-Aviv.”

“Israel is the enemy and Lebanon will be the last Arabic State to conclude peace with the Hebrew State,” said his Excellency Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir, on receiving Mr. Melhem Karam, the head of the Council of the Journalists’ Association.

As for our internal issues, he described them as ‘tragic’ and called for rapid action to improve the situation, ‘because if we do not help each other ourselves, others will not help us’.

Mr Karam then spoke, declaring that Bkerke has always been the ‘rock of the Lebanese awakening’ because the Patriarchy has always performed with love in all fields, in order to bring together the spiritual families. We were all impressed by the statements made by his Eminence concerning the Israeli war against our country. His words were considered, honest and loving; words of a unifying patriotism, in order that Lebanon, the whole of Lebanon, should not pay the price of division.

‘We have all heard about the marginalisation of the Christians and in particular the Maronites. We return today to the source, to Patriarch Sfeir, to ask him to pronounce the words which might save Lebanon from the seeds of discord. As always we have come to Bkerke to hear the words which will bring people together in terms of peace, dialogue and marginalisation, in the hope of obtaining from his Eminence the full expression of wisdom and affection.’

SFEIR: THERE IS STILL A FREE PRESS IN LEBANON

Taking the floor once more, Cardinal Sfeir first thanked Mr. Karam for the feelings he expressed before turning to the issues of the day.

‘You are more familiar with them than I am, and you deal with them on a daily basis in your newspapers. I thank the Lord that we still have a free press, able to discuss all topics and propose appropriate solutions. Free speech does not exist today, except in Lebanon. This freedom allows the Lebanese people to express their concerns and we hope that this liberty will be protected.'
He said: ‘We have suffered from a war that lasted more than one month and which was imposed on us. Our country has been chosen as a stage for bloody and destructive confrontations, between Israel and the United States on the one hand, and Syria and Iran on the other, through the intermediary of Lebanon. ‘The Lebanese people, who did not want this war, have paid a very high price. We have to act now to eradicate the consequences. Naturally, those countries which are our brothers and our friends, the other countries, came to our rescue, but this will be short-lived. Armies come and leave again, but we have to identify how we can strengthen the bond of our citizenship, friendship and cooperation between ourselves. This is what we lack for the moment.’

LET US STAY UNITED AND CONNECTED
‘Each community is acting on its own, as if it wishes to build its own separate State. This is impossible. Lebanon is a small country composed of 18 communities; its population is equal to the population of a large city. We must therefore be united and combine our efforts to build, for our sons and for future generations, a State worthy of the name, enjoying freedom, sovereignty and independence. And, also, to establish good relations with our neighbours.
‘Naturally, Israel remains the enemy up to this day and Lebanon cannot establish relations with Tel-Aviv while our brother countries have not concluded peace with the Hebrew State.
‘If it was possible to create a Palestinian state next to Israel, the situation would change entirely. It is necessary for all the Middle-Eastern countries to agree between themselves to live in harmony and cooperation.
‘Up to now the military clashes have been limited to Lebanon and we do not know what the future holds. There is a dispute between Iran and other countries that wish to prevent the Islamic Republic from obtaining the atomic bomb. If it succeeds in obtaining it, at the same time as Israel and the United States, the consequences will be devastating. That is why we think that all these countries should see reason, and live in peace with their neighbours. That is the only solution that can guarantee this region the peace and harmony of which its people dream.’
In response to a question concerning the reason that the seventh statement of the Maronite hierarchy did not condemn Israel after its attack on Lebanon, Mgr Sfeir expressed his thoughts as follows: “Do you wish us to condemn Israel every day to prove that it remains the enemy? During the last spiritual summit which was held in the headquarters of the Patriarchy, we condemned Israeli policy sufficiently. In addition, the seventh statement of the Council of Archbishops bishops is not about the Hebrew state but about internal issues. It is true that Israel has attacked Lebanon, but we have to avoid attacking ourselves.’

His Excellency emphasised, in addition, ‘the necessity of curbing the emigration of the Lebanese people, in particular the young, more than 200 thousand of whom left the country after the last Israeli attack. If these departures continue at the same pace, who will be left in the country?’

With regard to the national dialogue, Cardinal Sfeir thinks that ‘if the legal institutions functioned normally and had not been drained of their power, they would have encouraged dialogue and resolved all the conflicting issues’.
Appendix B: Translation of the *L'Orient-Le-Jour* article from French into English

*L'Orient Le Jour*
Friday, 15 September 2006 5:00/Beirut

The head of the Maronite church believes that the stepping down of the government would create a political vacuum

Sfeir: the July war was a ‘proxy war’ on Lebanese soil

The Patriarch condemned the absence of a Christian bloc compared to the presence of the Sunni, Shiite and Druze blocs.

Receiving the president of the Journalists’ Association, Melhem Karam, heading a delegation of the association’s executive council, Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir summarised his thoughts on certain topical issues, starting with the July war.

Lebanon, said the Patriarch, ‘was not involved’ in this conflict which was ‘imposed’ on it. ‘Lebanon has been used as a battlefield for a conflict that was alien to it. This was a proxy war’, added the head of the Maronite Church.

Saying that he was convinced that one day Lebanon will make peace with Israel, the Patriarch appeared irritated by those who criticised the absence of any condemnation of Israel in the last statement of the Council of Maronite Bishops. ‘Do we really have to condemn Israel every day, morning and night, to show that Israel is the enemy?’ he exclaimed.

The head of the Maronite church severely criticized certain Christian leaders, specifying particularly that: ‘Today there is a Sunnite bloc, a Shiite bloc and a Druze bloc. As for the Christian bloc, frankly, we cannot see one’.

Finally, the Patriarch Sfeir stated that he was against any change in government and was concerned about the ‘political vacuum’ that would be created if the cabinet resigned.
The Patriarch began by affirming that ‘if we ask ourselves about the causes of this conflict, it seems to me that Lebanon was not involved. This conflict was imposed on us. Lebanon has been used as a battlefield for a conflict that was alien to it. This was a proxy war. The United States and Israel on the one hand, and Iran and Syria on the other, through the intermediary of Lebanon.

‘I don’t know if you agree, but I think that these events were imposed’ continued the prelate. ‘I think that the Lebanese people were implicated in this war which was foreign to them. But it is the Lebanese people who have borne the consequences and the losses. The destruction happened in our country; bridges, urban areas, entire villages were destroyed. The people were forced to leave, the victims of this conflict are Lebanese (...) and until now, the fighting has been limited to Lebanon’.

The state and the communities
The Patriarch continued: ‘in the past, armies invaded Lebanon: they came and went. Lebanon remained. It is up to us to strengthen the bonds of patriotism, friendship and cooperation between us. Until now these are lacking. Political camps and communities are there only at times, to the point that sometimes we have the impression that each community wishes to establish its own State. It is impossible. Lebanon is too small (...). It is for this reason that we need to take the situation in hand, and build, for our children a country based on transparency, which could enjoy freedom, sovereignty and independence, and which would establish cordial relations with its neighbours. Certainly, at this stage, Israel remains the enemy and Lebanon cannot think of establishing diplomatic relationships with it. But surely one day, this will happen, and once every Arab country has done so, Lebanon will do it last’.

‘The situation would be different if a Palestinian State and an Israeli State were side by side. For the time being, there are some Arab countries that have already established friendly relations with Israel. But it is not enough that this or that country has done that. It is necessary for an agreement to be concluded between all the States in the region’.

An uncertain future
The Patriarch Sfeir continued: ‘We do not know what the future holds for us. Iran is in the centre of a conflict and some countries are seeking to prevent it from
manufacturing nuclear arms. We can foresee the catastrophic consequences of a situation where Iran, Israel and the United States possess nuclear weapons. We think that these countries should see reason, and decide to live in security and peace with their neighbours. This is how the people of this region will know the peace and tranquillity to which they aspire.’

The leader of the Maronite church was firm with regard to the internal situation in Lebanon: ‘The political balance is not what it was during the time of independence, where there were two major blocs; the Destour and the National Bloc, which each brought together people from all communities. Today, there is the Sunnite bloc, the Shiite bloc, the Druze bloc. As for the Christian bloc, frankly, we cannot see one’.

On the VIIth statement which does not mention any condemnation of Israel, the Patriarch declared: ‘Do we really have to condemn Israel every day, morning and night, to show that Israel is the enemy? We fully blamed Israel during the religious summit. The VIIth statement that we issued concerns our internal affairs, and not Israel, which is not involved in those. Israel is certainly the aggressor, but the attacks which we should prohibit are those we commit against each other’.

The human hemorrhage

In response to a question concerning the human haemorrhage that the country is experiencing, the Patriarch asked: ‘Will the call alone halt the large emigration movement?’ ‘Certainly not’, he continued ‘because healthy politics are the only thing that can halt this exodus. We have been told that no less than 200 000 Lebanese people have left Lebanon as a result of the war. At that rate, I don’t know who will be left in Lebanon’.

With regard to the campaign for a change in government, the Patriarch said: ‘Some people would like a change in government. It is their right, and it is a question of comparable strength. But others are concerned about a political vacuum and believe that if the government resigns today it will be difficult to form another. Does Lebanon want to face the creation of a political vacuum at this level in such difficult times? Can we not be more patient? The right time will eventually arise’.

In response to a question concerning the possibility of restarting talks, the Patriarch answered: ‘We have said that if the institutions in the country functioned normally, dialogue outside these institutions would not be necessary’.
The responsibility of the Lebanese people

The Patriarch was firm about the responsibility of the Lebanese themselves in causing some of their misfortunes: ‘It is internal quarrels that hindered the compensation necessary for the return of displaced people from the Mountain. It is the case in Brih and in some other villages’.

‘Our predecessor arranged a Christian summit in Bkerke’ he continued, ‘but reconciliation did not take place. It was at that time the massacre of Ehden took place. Everyone took a position, and did not move. The Lebanese people should understand that they are responsible for the destruction of their country. We should be united to avoid further tragedy – this is up to us. Let us not expect that other countries will come to save us if we do not wish to save ourselves’.

Finally the leader of the Maronite church praised the stability of a free press in Lebanon, saying: ‘Thanks to God, there is still a free press in Lebanon, which is able to approach any topic that concerns the Lebanese people. The press has been, and will remain, the space where answers are proposed to all kinds of problems that may arise in a country and particularly in Lebanon. Freedom and the freedom of the press and of expression in particular, are fundamental for Lebanon. We are not spreading malicious rumours when we declare that, around us, outside Lebanon, freedom of speech does not exist.'
Appendix C: Translation of the Al Akhbar article into English

Sfeir to “Al Akhbar”: the break in communication with Hezbollah

He recalled his predecessor’s attempt to assemble the leaders in Bkerke and the occurrence of Ehden’s Massacre xxx of the massacre at Ehden? Ehden is a place so it can’t be massacred xxx

The Maronite Patriarch Mar Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir described the Lebanese situation as ‘tragic’ indicating that ‘Lebanon was not involved in the war that happened on its territory’, stressing the necessity to refer to the institutions instead of sitting around the table of national dialogue.

Ibrahim Awad

The Maronite Patriarch Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir addressed fewer messages to political leaders and figures, amongst them supporters and opponents, during his meeting yesterday with a delegation of the Journalists’ Association headed by President Melhem Karam. Some of these messages were addressed directly and others were hidden between the lines, even though the headline is one and same: “the situation is tragic” (a tragic situation).

The Patriarch agreed with the 14 March Alliance’s statement that the war on Lebanon was a proxy war and Lebanon was not involved. He commented on the practice of the Ta’ef federations and said that it was difficult for him to identify the Christian bloc. He emphasised again that Israel is the enemy until notification of peace, and he explained the reason for not mentioning this in the last call of the Maronite bishops.

He revealed his displeasure that the people of the Lebanese war who had left their homes had not returned yet, in contrast with the situation of the people who departed their homes as a result of the Israeli war. Concerning the formation of the government of national unity, he presented two viewpoints: that of the supporters and the opponents, even though he appeared to be inclined towards the latter. He was in favour of holding earlier elections on the condition that a fair electoral law was put in place. But it was noticed that he recalled the Ehden massacre when responding to a proposal to invite the Lebanese leaders for a summit here in Bkerke. He explained
that his predecessor had not succeeded in the past in reconciling the Lebanese leaders and it was understandable from his words that he would not repeat the same experience.

Al Akhbar asked if there was any communication between the Patriarch and Hezbollah to which question he answered “No...there is no contact... contact has been interrupted lately”, adding “they used to send delegations from their side, but for a long time we have not seen anyone”.

What about telephonic contact? Are these contacts interrupted as well?

The Patriarch smiled, answering: “There are no phone calls between us”, and then continued: “Anyway, it is not a problem”.

During this meeting, President Karam referred to a written speech describing Bkerke as: ‘the rock of the Lebanese resistance’, to which the Patriarch answered: “I don’t deserve these expressions” and proceeded to talk about internal issues which he described as ‘tragic’, indicating that the Israeli war which was imposed on Lebanon was not balanced as the Israeli airplanes “roared and glittered in the sky above our country while we do not possess either airplanes or arms”.

When speculating about the cause of the war, Sfeir acknowledged that “We were not involved...But it was imposed on us and our territory was exploited as a battlefield for them and not for us. It was a proxy war: the United States of America and Israel on the one hand and Iran and Syria on the other, through the intermediary of a Lebanese group”. While the Patriarch mentioned that countries rushed to the aid of Lebanon, he insisted that the most important issue was the harmony and cooperation among the Lebanese people, commenting that “each sect wants to build a government on its own, and that is impossible”.

He requested that amicable relations should be established between Lebanon and its neighbours, confirming: “that Israel remains the enemy up to today, and Lebanon cannot enter into relations with it. Further, should all the Arab States achieve relations with Israel, then Lebanon will be the last country to follow suit”.

To a question concerning the last call of the Maronite bishops recalling the non-implementation of the Ta’ef Accord in the lack of the participants of all sects, the Patriarch explained that ‘the circumstances have changed. During the time of independence, two blocs existed: the national bloc and the constitutional bloc, headed by Sheikh Bechara El Khoury and Emil Eddeh respectively and all the sects were
united through these two blocs, but today the balance has changed. There is the Shiite bloc, the Sunni bloc and the Druze bloc... but concerning the Christians, I have to be truthful ... we do not know which bloc the Christians belong to”. In relation to the disapproval of some Lebanese people concerning the failure to mention Israel in the last statement of the bishops about Israel’s war against Lebanon, the Patriarch answered the question with a hint of severity: “Do you want us to condemn Israel every day to prove that Israel is our enemy? During the spiritual summit we already declared our opinion in this regard and the VII call is not related to the Israeli issue but to the Lebanese issues in which Israel is not concerned.”

In relation to his opinion on resolving the break-out of political violence as a result of the last statement by the 14 March Alliance issued after their last meeting which was held in Bristol and his view of the attitude of the Secretary General of Hezbollah, Mr. Hassan Nasrallah, during the interview given to Al Jazeera, Sfeir answered the journalists with some amusement: ‘If there is no argument, you have created one. Most of the opinions should be obtained and compared and conclusions should be drawn in this regard. Some people are focusing on a transformation of the government. Of course it is a possible and it depends on the balance of strength. But some others speculate that if the government resigns now it will be too difficult to form another one and the country will enter a political vacuum. Is it to the benefit of Lebanon to enter a political vacuum in this difficult time? It is necessary to be patient and things are dependent on time”.

The head of Bkerke reported on the necessity to rely on the institutions instead of sitting around the table of national dialogue. He welcomed the holding of parliamentary elections on condition that a fair electoral law would be concluded, observing that today the first concern of the government is re-building what the war has destroyed.

The Patriarch expressed his dissatisfaction about the limited number of the people from the mountain who had returned after leaving their homes, reporting the frustration experienced by people visiting him from Brih and other villages, complaining that compensation had been paid to the people whose homes had recently been destroyed, but that those who have been homeless for thirty years have not yet been paid”.

The Patriarch pointed out in relation to the possibility of inviting politicians and leaders to meet at a summit in Bkerke that his predecessor “brought together the leaders in the past and did not succeed in reconciling them, and then the massacre of Ehden took place and each leader took a position and maintained it”.
Appendix D: Translation of the An-Nahar article into English

The USA Ambassador praised the wisdom of the Maronite Patriarch Sfeir: the Lebanese were strangers in the war

Israel is still the enemy but do we have to condemn it every day?

The Maronite Patriarch Cardinal Mar Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir expressed his belief that the war in Lebanon “was imposed on us and our land has been exploited as their battlefield and not ours, as it was a proxy war, the Unites States of America and Israel on the one hand and Iran and Syria on the other, through the intermediary of a Lebanese group”, and he confirmed that Israel remains the enemy “but do we have to condemn it every day, morning and night?”.

The Maronite Patriarch received the president of the Council of the journalists’ Association Melhem Karam heading a delegation of journalists and consultants in Bkerke at 10am yesterday. President Karam began the meeting saying: “Bkerke was always the rock of the Lebanese awakening, since Bkerke deals with love in all domains, from missionary to moral tasks which are glorious, to the gathering of the spiritual families in Lebanon.

We all paid attention to the Patriarch’s comments referring to the Israeli war imposed on us, and we were affected by his honest and loving words, those of a universal patriotism for the whole of Lebanon to avoid paying the price of a criminal separation. We also heard of the marginalisation of the Christians, and in particular the Maronites. Even though the Patriarch represents the entire Lebanon like any other spiritual personality, he is solely the Patriarch of the Maronites.

We arrived today (...) requesting to hear a word of unity from Bkerke. In war, in peace, in talks, in isolation, we should perhaps be aware of all this loving and wise guidance.

Eventually a dialogue took place with the Patriarch who began his conversation thanking Karam for his speech, saying: “I don’t deserve these words and we thank you for your visit; as to the situation you mentioned, you [the journalists] are aware
of it more than anyone else, and you try to resolve it every day on the pages of the newspapers where you work. We thank the Lord that in Lebanon we still have a free press which can treat any issue that is worrying the Lebanese people, and the press is and will remain the method describing the solution to every problem occurring in every country, especially in Lebanon. The freedom of speech and of the press is one of the values of Lebanon, and we don’t intend to humiliate others, but if we had a look at our surroundings, we found out that freedom of speech is only available in Lebanon, and this freedom authorises the people to declare what they wish and also to solve the issues clearly, hoping that this freedom of speech will remain in Lebanon.

Concerning our internal issues, you know that these issues are tragic. We survived a war which lasted thirty-three days but the forces were unbalanced, the airplanes were in the sky of our country and we possess neither airplanes nor arms, but we thank the Lord that these days disappeared. However, if we inquire as to the reasons for this war, I suppose that we were not involved, but it was imposed on us, and they exploited our land as a battlefield for them and not for us; it was a proxy war, the United States of America and Israel on the one hand and Iran and Syria on the other through the intermediary of a Lebanese group. I don’t know if you consent but that is the reality that we observed. The Lebanese people are not involved in this war, it was imposed on them and they endured the loss. The destruction occurred to our country, complete villages and streets in towns were destroyed as well as bridges. In addition to those who departed from their places and those who were killed, it all happened in Lebanon and now we have to wonder how we have to be liberated. Of course countries rushed to our rescue sending equipment and other supplies, but it is just a show. Armies had come to Lebanon, and had gone, but the Lebanese people remained there; however, we have to strengthen the bonds of patriotism, the friendship and the cooperation between ourselves. That is what we are lacking until now; there are various sects and various parties but the observer does not believe that each sect can create a country on its own. That is impossible; Lebanon is a small country composed of 18 sects; the total of its population barely equals the number of people residing in one street in the big cities. For that reason we should determine our issues and build a country with its fundamentals where we can live and our children after us, enjoying the freedom, independence and sovereignty and we should also establish amicable relations between our neighbours and ourselves.
Naturally, Israel remains the enemy and Lebanon cannot establish relations with it. Further, should all the Arab States achieve relations with Israel, then Lebanon will be the last country which could follow suit. It is evident that the Palestinian cause is the core of the other issues in the region, and if it was possible to create a Palestinian state next to a Jewish state establishing good relations between them, I think that the situation would be different. There are Arabic states which are establishing friendly relations with Israel, but it is not enough for these countries to be different and it is necessary for all the countries of the region to maintain good conformity together enabling them to live in harmony and cooperation. Until today, the military clashes were limited only to Lebanon, and we don’t know what the future is holding for us. There is a dispute with Iran as some countries aim to prevent it from obtaining the atomic bomb; if Iran is capable of possessing the atomic bomb while Israel and America already possess such bombs, the consequences will be quite devastating. That is why we believe that all these countries should return to their commitments and honesty, and live in peace and harmony with their neighbours which will assure the region, the peoples dream who will be living in harmony, peace and serenity.

The Patriarch Sfeir answered a question about the VII call of the council of the bishops: “the circumstances have changed. During the time of independence, two blocs existed: the national bloc and the constitutional bloc, headed by President Emile Eddeh and Sheikh Becharra el Khoury respectively, and all the sects were united through these two blocs, but today the balance has changed. There is the Shiite bloc, the Sunni bloc and the Druze bloc… but concerning the Christians, I have to be truthful ... we do not know which bloc the Christians belong to.”

When the Patriarch was asked about the absence of any condemnation of Israel in the VII call, he said: “Do you want us to condemn Israel every day to prove that Israel is our enemy? We already said enough in the spiritual summit and the VII call does not treat the Israeli issue but the internal issues, therefore Israel is not concerned in these matters. It is true that Israel attacked us but we have to stop attacking ourselves, do we have to condemn Israel, every day, morning and night?”

He said: “Will the call halt emigration? Good performance in the country should halt emigration; of course we were told that more than 200,000 Lebanese people have left the country due to the last war and if this rhythm carries on as it is now, I don’t know who will remain here”.

The Patriarch added with reference to the political conflict in Lebanon: “If there is any scarcity of discussions, your business failed. Different opinions should be collected, compared and conclusions should be drawn in this regard. Of course in the country people think differently from others. Some are focusing their efforts on the transformation of the government; of course it is a right relying on the proportion of strength; but some others think that should the government be changed today, it will be difficult to form another one and so the country will enter a political vacuum… we should be more patient and the perfect time will come on its own”.

In response to a question concerning the possibility of restarting the talks, the Patriarch said: “We said that if the constitutional institutions functioned properly in this country, a separate dialogue will not be necessary as these institutions will resolve the issues”.

With regard to the electoral legislation, he said: “Yes, it was assigned to some to draw up this law, but the government and parliament have to conclude it; they are busy with some other urgent problems, they are engaged in re-building what the war has destroyed and they cannot look at the electoral law now; of course the law should be endorsed; we believe there are many good wise personalities able to advise on this issue, but we need to find those who would get their advice”.

On his opinion with regard to the delay of the complete return of the people from the mountain who left their homes, he said: “Those who returned they were probably satisfied with the situation as it is; if they are not living in a house, probably they are residing in a tent. But some others are complaining about their return due to the lack of electricity, water, roads, etc. They would like to be accommodated properly; we should train ourselves to adapt to every kind of life which is difficult. They come to us from Brih and other villages and they claim that those whose houses were destroyed recently have been given compensation, but those who have been displaced for thirty years, they have not been paid yet; the reason for this delay is the conflict between themselves, and once there is a disagreement the result is what we are witnessing today”.

The Patriarch’s answer about holding a new summit in Bkerke was: “Our predecessor tried to reunite all the leaders but he did not succeed that time in reconciling them and the massacre of Ehden occurred; each party took a side and remained where they are. The Lebanese people should understand that it is their
responsibility if the country is destroyed; we should coordinate in order to avoid our country suffering more tragedies. It depends on us: we should not expect the other people and countries to run to our rescue if we don’t want to rescue ourselves.
Le patriarche déplore l’inondation d’un bloc chrétien à l’instar des blocs sunnites, chiites et druzes.

Recevant le président de l’ordre des journalistes, Melhem Karam, à la tête d’une délégation du conseil de l’ordre, le patriarche maronite, le cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir, a livré hier le fond de sa pensée sur certains sujets d’actualité, et d’abord la guerre de juillet. Le Liban, a dit le patriarche, « n’était pas concerné » par ce conflit, qui lui a été « imposé ». « On a utilisé le Liban comme terrain de lutte pour un concomitant qu’il était étranger. Il s’agit d’une guerre par procuration », a relevé le chef de l’Église maronite.

Se disant persuadé qu’un jour, le Liban fera la paix avec Israël, le patriarche s’est montré excédé par ceux qui ont reproché au dernier message de l’Assemblée des évêques maronites l’absence de toute condamnation d’Israël. « Cela n’a vraiment condamner Israël, tous les jours, malin et soin, pour raconter le monde qu’Israël est l’ennemi ? » s’est-il exclamé.

Le décret de l’Église maronite a été sévère pour certains chefs politiques chrétiens, constatant notamment : « Aujourd’hui, il y a le bloc sunnite, le bloc chiite, le bloc druze. Quant au bloc chrétien, je le dis franchement, nous ne le voyons pas. »

Enfin, le patriarche Sfeir s’est prononcé contre tout changement de gouvernement à l’heure actuelle et a dit rendre « le vide politique » qui se créait en cas de départ du cabinet. « Si l’on interroge sur les causes de ce conflit, il me semble que le Liban n’était pas concerné », a commencé par affirmer le patriarche Sfeir. Ce conflit, nous a-t-il imposé. On a utilisé le Liban comme terrain de lutte pour un concomitant qu’il était étranger. Il s’agit d’une guerre par procuration. Les États-Unis et Israël, d’un côté, l’Iran et la Syrie, de l’autre, par l’intermédiaire de camp libanais. »

« J’ignore si vous êtes d’accord, mais je pense que ces faits s’imposent, que l’heure est venue à nous-en prendre. À mon sens, les Libanais ont été victimes de cette guerre, de laquelle ils étaient étrangers, mais ils sont eux qui en ont assumé les conséquences et les pertes. Les destructions, c’est chez nous qu’elles ont eu lieu ; des ponts, des quartiers urbains, des villages entiers ont été détruits. Les populations poussées à l’exode, les victimes de ce conflit sont libanisées (...) et jusqu’à présent, les combats se limitent au Liban. »

L’état et les communautés

« Par le passé, a poursuivi le patriarche, des armées ont envahi le Liban : elles venaient et repartaient. Le Liban restait. À nous de savoir considérer les liens du patriarcat, de l’armée et de la communauté entre nous. Ces choses manquent, jusqu’à présent. Des champs politiques, des communautés sont là, au point que par moments, en a l’impression que chaque communauté veut établir son propre État. C’est impossible. Le Liban est trop petit (...). C’est la raison pour laquelle il nous faut prendre notre situation en main et éduquer, pour nous et nos enfants, un pays nos fondements clairs qui jouira de sa liberté, de sa souveraineté et de son indépendance, et établirait des rapports cordiaux avec ses voisins. Certes, à ce jour, ni même l’ensemble et le Liban ne peut songer à l’établissement de relations diplomatiques avec lui. Mais un jour, indéfiniment, cela se produira, une fois que tous les pays arabes l’auront fait, le Liban, en dernier, le ferait. »

« Les choses auraient changé et un État palestinien et un État hétéro se créeraient. Pour le moment, il existe des pays arabes qui ont établi des rapports d’amitié avec Israël. Mais il ne suffirait pas que tel ou tel pays se distingue de cette façon. Il est nécessaire qu’une entente s’établisse entre tous les États de la région. »

L’avenir incertain

« Nous ignorons ce que nous réserve l’avenir, a poursuivi le patriarche Sfeir. L’Iran est au centre d’une crise, et certains pays cherchent à l’empêcher de faire marcher des armes sur lesquelles. On peut prévoir les conséquences catastrophiques d’une situation où l’Iran, l’Iran et les États-Unis détiendraient des armes. »
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atomicques. Nous pensons que ces États doivent revenir à leur bon sens et à la raison, et décider de vivre en sérénité et paix avec leurs voisins. Voilà à quelle condition les peuples de cet Orient connaîtront la paix et la tranquillité auxquelles ils aspirent. »

Sur la situation intérieure au Liban, le chef de l'Église maronite a été très sévère. « Les équilibres politiques, a-t-il dit, ne sont plus ce qu'ils étaient du temps de la indépendance, où il y avait des grands blocs, le Destour et le Bloc national, qui regroupaient chacun des personnalités de toutes les confessions. Aujourd'hui, il y a le bloc sunnite, le bloc chrétien, le bloc druze. Quant au bloc chiite, il le dit franchement, nous ne le voyons pas. »

Sur le fait que le Vîle appelle au boycott de l'Égypte, le patriarche a déclaré : « D'où vient que les États-Unis ne veulent pas de la paix ? Nous avons fait alliance à l'occasion de la crise qui a suivi l'affaire. Le Vîle appel aux États-Unis, que ces choses ne nous regarde pas. Certes, l'Égypte est agressée, mais les agressions qu'il fait d'interdire, ce sont surtout celles que nous commettons les uns envers les autres. »

L'hémorragie humaine
« Est-ce que l'appel, en soi, peut empêcher le mouvement massif d'évacuation ? » s'est interrogé le patriarche, en réponse à une question sur l'hémorragie humaine que connaît le pays. « Certes, a-t-il ajouté, car ce qui est susceptible d'engendrer sur cet exode, c'est une crise politique saine. On nous a dit que non moins que 200 000 Libanais ont quitté le pays des suites de la guerre. À ce rythme-là, je ne sais qui restera encore dans ce pays. »

Au sujet de la campagne pour un changement de gouvernement, le patriarche a affirmé : « Certains souhaitent un changement de gouvernement. C'est leur droit, et c'est une question de rapport de forces. Mais certains redoutent le vide politique et estiment que si le gouvernement démissionne aujourd'hui, il sera difficile d'en former un autre. Le Liban a-t-il donc intérêt à ce qu'un vide politique se crée à ce niveau, dans ces circonstances difficiles ? Ne pourrait-on patienter un peu ? Le bon moment finira bien par se présenter. »

Et d'ajouter, en réponse à une question sur la possibilité d'une reprise de la conférence de dialogue : « Nous avons dit, si les Institutions du pays fonctionnaient normalement, un dialogue en marge de ces Institutions ne serait plus nécessaire. »

La responsabilité des Libanais
Le patriarche a été formel en ce qui concerne la responsabilité des Libanais eux-mêmes dans la cause de certains de leurs malheurs : « Ce qui empêche certaines indemnités légales au retour des déplacés de la Montagne, a-t-il dit, ce sont des querelles intestines. C'est le cas à Brum et d'autres villages. »

« Notre prédécesseur a réuni, par le passé, un sommet chrétien à Bkerék, à qui encore en 1978, mais la réconciliation a pas eu lieu. Il y avait eu à cette époque le massacre d'Éhden. Tout le monde prit position et campa sur ces positions. Les Libanais doivent comprendre que c'est eux qui assument la responsabilité de la destruction de leur pays. Nous devons nous solidariser afin d'épargner à notre pays un surcroît de drames, et cela dépend de nous. Ne nous attendons pas à ce que des États viennent nous sauver, si nous ne voulons pas nous sauver nous-mêmes. »

Enfin, le chef de l'Église maronite s'est félicité de la permanence, au Liban, d'une presse libre. « Grâce à Dieu, a-t-il dit, il y a toujours une presse libre au Liban, une presse capable d'aborder tous les sujets qui préoccupent les Libanais. La presse a été et restera l'espace où des réponses sont proposées à toutes sortes de problèmes qui peuvent survenir dans un pays, et particulièrement au Liban. La liberté, et particulièrement la liberté de presse et d'expression, sont pour le Liban des choses fondamentales. Ce n'est pas parce que d'affaires qui nous concerne ne nous frappent au Liban, la liberté de parole est absente. »
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EN RECEVANT LE CONSEIL DE L'ORDRE DES JOURNALISTES
MGR SFEIR: "ISRAËL EST L'ENNEMI ET LE LIBAN SERA LE DERNIER ÉTAT ARABE À CONCLURE LA PAIX AVEC L'ÉTAT HÉBREU";
A affirmé S.E.M. le cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir, en recevant M. Melhem Karam, à la tête du conseil de l'Ordre des Journalistes.

S.E.M. le cardinal Sfeir et M. Melhem Karam entourés du conseil de l'Ordre des Journalistes.

Nous prélèvons internes, il les a qualifiés de "dramatiques" et a appelé à une action rapide pour redresser la situation, "car si nous ne nous aînons pas nous-mêmes, les autres ne nous aideront pas".


SFEIR: Y A ENCORE AU LIBAN UNE PRESSE LIBRE
Prendre à son tour la parole, le cardinal Sfeir a, tout en riant, remarqué: "Il y a toujours des sentiments qu'il a exprimés à son époque, avant d'aborder les pro-béniens de l'œuvre. Vous les connaissez tous mieux que moi et vous les traitez quotidiennement dans vos journaux. Je rappelle le Téhéran de ce qu'il existe encore chez nous une Presse libre, capable d'enquêter tous les sujets et de leur proposer des solutions adéquates. La liberté du ventre est absurde, aujourd'hui, au Liban. Elle seule permet aux citoyens d'exprimer leurs soucis et nous espérons que cette liberté sera préservée. Nous avons ici, dit-il, une guerre qui a duré plus d'un mois et nous avons l'empire, notre pays, qui est la scène des affrontements sanglants, entre les Russes, les Libanais, d'une part, la Syrie et l'Iran, d'autre part, par partie
libanais.

"Les Libanais qui n'avaient pas voulu cette guerre, en ont payé très cher le prix. Il nous faut agir, à présent, pour effacer ses séquelles. Naturellement, les pays frères et amis se portent à notre secours, mais ceci est éphémère. Les armées viennent et s'en vont, mais il faut savoir comment affronter les liens de la véritable citoyenneté, de l'amitié et de la coopération entre nous. C'est ce qui manque pour le moment."

RESTONS

UNIS

ET

SOLIDAIRES

"Chaque communauté n'active de son côté, comme si elle voulait dû-filer un état à part. Cela est impossible. Le Liban est un petit pays formé de dix-huit communautés, sa population étant égale à celle d'une grande ville. Nous devons donc nous unir et conjuger nos efforts pour édifier à nos fils et aux générations futures un état digne de ce nom, faisant de la liberté, de la souveraineté et de l'indépendance, et, aussi, afin d'établir de bonnes relations avec nos voisins."

"Naturellement, Israël reste jusqu'à ce jour l'ennemi et la Liban ne peut établir avec Tel-

Aviv des relations, tant que tous nos voisins frères n'auront pas cédé la paix avec

l'État

héréditaire.

"S'il était possible d'édifier un état palestinien aux côtés d'Israël, la situation changerait complètement. Il faut que tous les pays de la région proche-orientale s'entendent entre eux pour vivre ensemble dans la concorde et la coopération.

"Jusqu'à présent, les affrontements armés se sont limités au Liban et nous ignorons ce
da nous caché l'avenir. Il existe une contradiction entre l'Iran et certains pays qui
veulent empêcher la République islamique de disposer de la bombe atomique. Si elle
persiste à la posséder, en même temps qu'Israël et les États-Unis, les conséquences
seraient cataclysmiques. C'est pourquoi, nous pensons que tous ces pays doivent revenir
à la raison, pour vivre en paix avec leurs voisins. Cela seul peut garantir à cet Orient le
quelque chose de plus que l'instabilité."

En réponse à une question sur le point de savoir pourquoi la septième communique de la Commission menée n'avait pas condamné Israël, à la suite de son agression contre le

Liban, Mgr Sfeir dit au délibéré : "Voulons-nous de nous avons conçu chaque jour Israélien
pour prouver qu'il reste l'ennemi ? Au cours du sommet spirituel tenu dernièrement au

patriarcat, nous avons suffisamment répété la politique israélienne. Puis, le signé des seules desarches-vieques ne concerne pas l'état félin mais les problèmes internes. Il est vrai qu'Israël a agressé le Liban, mais nous devons

nous empêcher d'agresser nous-même."

Le cardinal ajoute la question sur la nécessité de finir l'intégration des Libanais, spécialement des juifs, dont près de deux cent mille se sont expatriés après

la dernière agression israélienne. Si ces départes se perpetuent au même rythme, qui
restera le Liban ?

Du débat national, le cardinal Sfeir pense que "si les institutions constitutionnelles fonctionnent normalement et n'indiquent pas violences de leur essence, celles-ci auront

renforcé le dialogue et tranché tous les dossiers conflictuels.'"
صفير لـ "الأخبار": التواصل مقطوع مع "حزب الله"

ذكر بملاحظة سله مع الزمان في بكري ووقع مجزرة إحدى

الאים الزنيدون في مكان تدمر في الإثيوبيا. يبلغ عدد

الإيذان الناجين من المجزرة 86 سلماً. ووفقًا للذين

 المجازفين، لم يظهر أي إعلان عن تعرض المجزرة. و

لم تكن هناك تقارير محددة عن الإطاحة بـ حزب الله.

الاية الزنيدون في مكان تدمر في الإثيوبيا. يبلغ عدد

الإيذان الناجين من المجزرة 86 سلماً. ووفقًا للذين

 المجازفين، لم يظهر أي إعلان عن تعرض المجزة. و

لم تكن هناك تقارير محددة عن الإطاحة بـ حزب الله.

الإيذان الناجين من المجزرة 86 سلماً. ووفقًا للذين

 المجازفين، لم يظهر أي إعلان عن تعرض المجزة. و

لم تكن هناك تقارير محددة عن الإطاحة بـ حزب الله.
ووالداً، فما أحداً ساحة عراك لهما ولدينا، وكانت حرباً والرسالة الرايات المشيدة والمستقلة، من جهة، ومن جهة ثانية، أو هو بوساطة هيا هيا. لا أرى ما إذا كان أو لم يكن على هذا القول، أما إذا ها هو، فأننا نعلم أن نرى بعضنا البعض في هذه الحروب، لا سيما لبيتهما وبيتهما. ومن الممكن أن نرى أن نرى ينوي إلى أن يكون هواً، حتى يحل في لآذاننا، أو يحيل إلى أن يكون لآذاننا، أو يحيل إلى أن يكون لآذاننا، أو يحيل إلى أن يكون لآذاننا، أو يحيل إلى أن يكون لآذاننا.
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ما يجب استخلاصه، طبعاً في البداية، يكمن في التأكيد على إجراء تذكير الأخذ. من يشترك في هذه العملية، طبعاً هو حق بكسر كل طيف المعرفة. ولكننا نرى من نتائج هذه العملية إذا استفادت الأغد. يجب تقديم تذكير حكمة سواها، وكنية الأزمة في فراغ (١٠٨). يجب أن تكون هذه الأزمة إدمان، وإن كان مرحلة وفاتها.

وtypename "118 خطة الآلية" إلى طولة الترحال قالت "لا ترى. لم كنت لزيادة السياحة المتنورة/فاصلة في هذا البلد ما كنا في حاجة إلى الترحال السريع، كانت المسافات في الحد على أي مدى، ولكن الترحال.

ومن ناحية، في أوقات الإ霭رات، فعلى "ببكي، لم نتكفل من كف وفيع هذا السياحة، ولكن يجب أن ينذر في منطق الترحال، تحتاج مسحوعون اليوم إلى أمور أخرى، لكنها تبدو صاحبة ما حددها الجموع، لا مشال الترحال، البلاد في الرحلات الإ霭رات، يجب أن تكون أكثر ما يمكن، ولكن نحن نحن أن هناك حس صراح، ولكن يجب أن نحن من صراحهم.

وما هو وفي ونتذكر، دعا، فعلى أن يكون على ما هو وان لم يجدنا بيتهم، ربما أذجوا في حيا. إذن هناك من ينقلون كيف نجيدهم ولا يمكن، ولا يمكن، ولا يمكن، ولا يمكن، ولا يمكن، ولا يمكن، ولا يمكن. إذا، يمكن أن يكون فضولنا على مدى انها مهتمة، هناك سنوات مبتعثة، ولكن نحن نحن ذلك في وتر والتاريخ، رأينا من زمن يظهر دفء أخرى ويرفعون تعبير عواصم زمن مصادرهم.

ومن هو في مليلة، عند عودة أمور الأذى، معنا وفنا. عصري وفنا في السياحة، ومتى ها حبتهم مغيرة من زمان وكأن الجموع إذا هو، هناك وفي الواقع يثبت أن نفس البُأس تعلم عليه، وعلى الأقلين أن يفهم أن كيف يمكن أن يكون معنا من المشاهد. هذا وعود، سأنا ولكنه من الفضاء، ومن الأمل أن نحتاجه لنا، وذلك لنا، ولكننا إذا هذا، وفنا من المساحة.


http://www.annabaronline.com/html/SFYA069315-7 HTTM
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ما يجب استخلاصه طبعا في البلدان التي يكونون تفكيرا غريباً جديداً يثير تحذيرات الأطراف. هناك من يركز حديثاً على نحو الحوكمة، بلغنا اسمه. ويدرك على نتائج الالتباس، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية. يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن يمكن أن يكون نتائجه في غرار ( ...). يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية.

وهل تبدو الوضعية على طول الحصار قريباً كا ناك في حالة إلى الحصار جانبيًا، كانت المسوسة في المخلص عليه بلا حكماً في الخلافات.

وعلى النافذة في القوانين الخاصة، فإنهم لاحظوا من كف ومضاعف هذا الصدد، ولكن يجب أن يكون فيه في الجدل، يمكن أن يكون معروفاً إلى أوزان أولاً. في ذلك يفطر على حكاية ما يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، بلغنا اسمه. ويدرك على نتائج الالتباس، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية. يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن يمكن أن يكون نتائجه في غرار ( ...). يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية.

وعلى النافذة في القوانين الخاصة، فإنهم لاحظوا من كف ومضاعف هذا الصدد، ولكن يجب أن يكون فيه في الجدل، يمكن أن يكون معروفاً إلى أوزان أولاً. في ذلك يفطر على حكاية ما يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، بلغنا اسمه. ويدرك على نتائج الالتباس، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية. يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن يمكن أن يكون نتائجه في غرار ( ...). يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية.

وعلى النافذة في القوانين الخاصة، فإنهم لاحظوا من كف ومضاعف هذا الصدد، ولكن يجب أن يكون فيه في الجدل، يمكن أن يكون معروفاً إلى أوزان أولاً. في ذلك يفطر على حكاية ما يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، بلغنا اسمه. ويدرك على نتائج الالتباس، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية. يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن يمكن أن يكون نتائجه في غرار ( ...). يجب أن تكون حكماً قوياً، ولكن هناك من يقول أن الحوكمة ذات اختلافات قوية.
SFEIR: "A WAR IMPOSED ON US"

The Maronite patriarch, Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir, has underlined the necessity for the cabinet to remain in office as long as it enjoyed the support of a majority of MPs. If the government stepped down, there would be a political "vacuum", he said.

Speaking to Melhem Karam, president of the Journalists' Association, who was accompanied by a delegation of the association's executive council, the cardinal added that "If one wonders about the causes of this conflict [the July war], it seems to me that Lebanon was not concerned in it. This conflict was imposed on us. They used Lebanon as a battlefield for a conflict that has nothing to do with us. It was a proxy war, the United States and Israel on the one hand, Iran and Syria on the other, through the intermediary of a Lebanese group".
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Friday, September 15, 2006
Sfeir 'blames Hizbullah' for state of affairs in Lebanon

By Maroun Khoury
Daily Star correspondent

BEIRUT: Maronite Patriarch Nasrallah Boutros Sfeir was quoted Thursday as having once more lashed out at Hizbullah and blaming the resistance for the "catastrophic" state of affairs in Lebanon.

The latest attack was relayed by Journalists' Union President Melhem Karam, after a meeting with the prelate Thursday.

"A war was imposed on us and our country was used as a battlefield for others," Karam said, quoting Sfeir. "The war was launched in mediation between Israel and the US from one side and Iran and Syria through a Lebanese group from the other side."

Sfeir also reiterated his call on all Lebanese to promote national unity as a deterrent against "further tragedies."

Hizbullah recently joined calls from MP Michel Aoun's Free Patriotic Movement for the government to resign based on allegations of corruption and collaboration with Israel.

After meeting with Sfeir Thursday, US Ambassador Jeffrey Feltman expressed "confidence in the leadership exercised by Premier Fouad Siniora and his Cabinet in leading Lebanon out of the tragic conflict and in moving decisively toward reconstruction and development."

"With the historic and unanimous Cabinet decision to deploy the Lebanese army in the South, the army has assumed new and important responsibilities," the ambassador added.

Feltman also reiterated his government's pledge to help Lebanon in its recovery efforts.

"Lebanon's international friends, including the United States, will fulfill our own responsibilities in providing support to the army, the government more broadly and to the Lebanese people," he said.

Feltman urged the Lebanese to "consolidate and strengthen Lebanon's democratic traditions, through peaceful dialogue and the country's constitutional institutions."

Breaking down the $230 million in aid for Lebanon pledged by President George W. Bush last month, the ambassador said nearly $60 million would go to reconstruction efforts and over $100 million for emergency and humanitarian relief, while $75 million was earmarked for the army and security services.

Meanwhile senior Shite cleric Sayyed Mohammad Hussein Fadlallah accused the US of "working to raise one Lebanese group over another."

"The US administration is still looking to implement strife through its ambassador here, or by promoting internal divisions that were caused by the Israeli aggression against the country," the cleric said Thursday.
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